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Summary
The prison system in England and Wales is enduring a crisis of safety and decency. 
Violence and self-harm are at record highs and there is little sign of improvement. This 
report looks at the extent to which the Ministry of Justice and HM Prison Probation 
Service (HMPPS) have a plan in place to drive long-term, positive change. It considers 
investment in leadership, particularly in the role of the governor, as well as the oversight 
structures in place to drive progress.

The Government recently set out a series of investment announcements for prisons. It 
committed £2.5 billion to building an additional 10,000 places, as well as £100 million 
to improve security. This investment is welcome, but must form part of a long-term, 
multi-year strategy, underpinned by a sustainable funding settlement. Too often we 
have seen what might be called “policy by press notice” without a clear vision for the 
future of the prison system. While new prison places are welcome, they do nothing to 
improve the condition of the current prison estate, much of which is in an appalling 
state of disrepair. There must also be a dual focus on improving safety and rehabilitative 
initiatives. We do not believe prisons will become less violent without proper investment 
in purposeful activity for prisoners.

We broadly welcome the greater autonomy prison governors have had since 2016, but it 
is not clear what governors are accountable for. Any real devolution of responsibility to 
governors must be accompanied by necessary training and support, and we believe that 
more can be done in that respect. Ensuring a strong pipeline for recruitment of future 
governors is important to securing effective leadership across the prison estate.

We are concerned about the condition of prisons, particularly a backlog of maintenance 
work currently estimated at £900 million, beyond routine day-to-day maintenance. 
Current arrangements for facilities management do not work, and we call for greater 
autonomy for governors to authorise and action some types of maintenance: initiatives, 
such as Q-Branch at HMP Leeds, where a team of staff and prisoners carries out minor 
maintenance work around the prison. We encourage the Secretary of State to look 
seriously at rolling out similar initiatives across the whole estate. We are also alarmed 
about how long it can take to get equipment, such as body scanners, into prisons and 
call on the Ministry to review its procurement processes to make them more efficient.

Oversight structures for health and education services in prisons are complex, and there 
is a need for strong partnership working between governors and partner organisations. 
We broadly welcome recent change in education provision that gives governors more 
involvement in commissioning services, but heard strong criticism of the Dynamic 
Purchasing System. We call for full evaluation of the roll-out of that system, as well 
as additional training and support for both prison staff and education providers to let 
them use it effectively.

Measures by which the Ministry assesses prison performance are heavily skewed 
towards safety and security, and we welcome the Ministry’s commitment to additional 
measures on purposeful activity and time spent out of cells. However, there needs to 
be a whole-prison approach to measuring prison performance, including measures 
relating to health and education provision.
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We have also considered the support the Ministry and HMPPS provides to poorly 
performing prisons. Too often, prisons have been identified as needing extra support, 
but their performance has subsequently continued to decline. In the case of HMP 
Bristol, the Chief Inspector of Prisons invoked the urgent notification protocol following 
continued poor performance. There is little point in identifying poor performance and 
making recommendations to improve it if those recommendations are not adopted and 
the necessary support and resources to drive improvement not provided. We welcome 
the Ministry’s review of special measures for prisons and call for additional support to 
be made available.
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Introduction

Purpose of the inquiry

1. A series of changes have been made to the way the prison system is run since the 
Ministry of Justice published its White Paper, Prison Safety and Reform, in November 
2016. There have been substantial changes to oversight arrangements for the prison system, 
and an enhanced role for governors. Three years on, we chose to inquire into how far the 
changes the Ministry proposed had been implemented and whether they were operating 
successfully.

2. The challenges many prisons are facing are well documented and during our inquiry 
Prison Population 2022, we became increasingly concerned at a lack of progress being 
made by the Ministry and HM Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS) in driving change 
within the prison system. In particular, we heard about a lack of resources for governors 
to effectively implement improvements to safety and rehabilitative strategies; limitations 
with leadership training were also emphasised to us as an issue. We wanted to investigate 
whether the Ministry had a plan in place to address the challenges the prison system is 
facing and whether governors had the support necessary to succeed in their role.

How the inquiry was carried out

3. We took written evidence and held three evidence sessions in June and July 2019 with 
a number of stakeholders, as well as those tasked with delivery. We took evidence from the 
then Prisons Minister, now Secretary of State for Justice, rt hon Robert Buckland QC MP, 
on 16 July 2019. We also held a seminar with 18 current prison governors and directors, a 
note of which is included in Annex 1.

4. The terms of reference for the inquiry were:

What should the role of a prison governor be, what should they be responsible for and to 
whom are they accountable?

• What changes have been made since the Government’s White Paper ‘Prison 
Safety and Reform’ and what have been the challenges and opportunities in 
implementing these?

• Do prison governors and future governors receive sufficient training and 
support and what more could be done to improve this, particularly in relation 
to diversity issues?

• Are there robust recruitment procedures in place to ensure a high quality and 
diverse range of prison governors?

• How effective are the oversight arrangements for prison directors in private 
prisons and how can these be improved?
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How should the Ministry of Justice and HM Prisons and Probation Service (HMPPS) 
provide effective oversight of prisons?

• To what extent is the split of responsibilities between HMPPS and the Ministry 
clear and coherent?

• How is the performance of prisons monitored and should other factors be 
taken into account? What use is made of data and is there a sufficient focus on 
outcomes for prisoners across the estate?

• Are underperforming prisons properly supported and how is good practice 
shared between prisons?

• Is there effective collaboration between prison, probation and other community 
services and what are the challenges to improving this?

• To what extent are existing arrangements in place for the commissioning of 
services, such as health and education, fit for purpose? Are there appropriate 
oversight arrangements in place for these services?
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1 An enduring crisis in our prisons and 
the need for leadership

The state of our prison system

5. Our Report Prison Population 2022 identified significant challenges facing prisons in 
England and Wales and concluded that the system faces an enduring crisis in safety and 
decency.

Safety in Prisons

6. The prison system faces significant challenges, and violence in prisons continues to 
be at a record high.1 The Ministry’s quarterly statistics on safety in custody, the latest of 
which are for the 12 months to March 2019, show that there were:

• 34,425 assault incidents, 11% more than in the previous year: this equates to a 
rate of 415 incidents per 1,000 prisoners.

• 24,541 prisoner-on-prisoner assaults, an increase of 10% on the previous year’s 
figure and a new record high; and

• 10,311 assaults on staff, up 15% from the previous year.

Safety statistics published in April 2019 had shown previous improvement in some areas: 
for October to December 2018, assaults decreased by 11% when compared to the previous 
quarter, for example.2 However, for the three months to March 2019, the number of 
assaults rose again, by 4%.3

7. Self-harm and deaths in custody are of special concern. In all, 309 people died in 
prison custody in the 12 months to June 2019, only two fewer than in the year before. Of 
those deaths, 86 were self-inflicted, up from 81 the previous year. Some 57,968 incidents of 
self-harm were reported (a rate of 699 per 1,000 prisoners), up 24% on the previous year. 
The number of individuals self-harming increased by 6% to 12,539. Women are also at 
much greater risk of self-harm, with a rate of 2,828 incidents per 1,000 prisoners in female 
prison establishments compared with a rate of 569 incidents per 1,000 prisoners in male 
establishments.

8. A number of our witnesses expressed concern about a lack of follow-up of 
recommendations following a death in custody. Peter Clarke, Chief Inspector of Prisons, 
told us that “In one third of the prisons we inspect, we find that the responses to Prisons 
and Probation Ombudsman recommendations following deaths are not being properly 
implemented. That must be a corporate responsibility.”4 INQUEST described the 
Ministerial Board on Deaths in Custody as an information exchange forum and called 
1 According to the Ministry of Justice’s Safety in Custody Statistics, assaults are continuing to rise in relation to 

both prisoners and staff. Ministry of Justice, Safety in Custody Statistics, England and Wales: Deaths in Prison 
Custody to June 2019 Assaults and Self-harm to March 2019, 25 July 2019, page 1.

2 Ministry of Justice, Safety in Custody Statistics, England and Wales: Deaths in Prison Custody to March 2019 
Assaults and Self-harm to December 2018, 25 April 2019, page 1.

3 inistry of Justice, Safety in Custody Statistics, England and Wales: Deaths in Prison Custody to June 2019 Assaults 
and Self-harm to March 2019, 25 July 2019, page 1.

4 Q336

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820627/safety-in-custody-q1-2019.pdf?_ga=2.35511265.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820627/safety-in-custody-q1-2019.pdf?_ga=2.35511265.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/797074/safety-custody-bulletin-q4-2018.pdf?_ga=2.233821022.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/797074/safety-custody-bulletin-q4-2018.pdf?_ga=2.233821022.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820627/safety-in-custody-q1-2019.pdf?_ga=2.35511265.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820627/safety-in-custody-q1-2019.pdf?_ga=2.35511265.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/justice-committee/prison-governance/oral/103862.html
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for a national oversight mechanism to monitor deaths in custody and the implementation 
of recommendations from post-death investigations.5 The then Prisons Minister, now 
Secretary of State for Justice, rt hon Robert Buckland QC MP, was clear that one death 
was too many and every suicide a failure of the system.6

Figure 1: Change in the number of assaults and self-harm incidents between 2010 and 2019

Source: Ministry of Justice, Safety in Custody Statistics, England and Wales: Deaths in Prison Custody to June 2019 Assaults 
and Self-harm to March 2019, 25 July 2019

The condition of prisons and overcrowding

9. Much of the prison infrastructure dates to the Victorian era and is in a state of 
disrepair. The Ministry estimates that the current size of the maintenance backlog is 
£900 million. This has increased significantly in the last 12 months—we heard in August 
2018 that the then pipeline of major maintenance work was estimated at £716 million.7 
A number of witnesses emphasised the condition of the estate as a significant inhibiting 
factor to improving prisons. Dame Anne Owers, National Chair of the Independent 
Monitoring Boards (IMBs) set out the problem:

There is a long history of insufficient preventive maintenance in prisons, not just in our 
Victorian prisons but in some of the prisons built more recently. That was exacerbated by 
the new maintenance contracts that did not allow for preventive work, or all the repair 
work that is needed. The consequence of that has been, as you say, conditions that are in 
some cases inhumane and in some cases unsafe.8

5 INQUEST (PPG0012)
6 Q443
7 Letter from Sir Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Justice to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, 

Ministry of Justice Main Estimate 2019–20, 2 July 2019 and Justice Committee, Prison population 2022: planning 
for the future, HC 483, April 2019, page 79

8 Q373
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820627/safety-in-custody-q1-2019.pdf?_ga=2.35511265.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/820627/safety-in-custody-q1-2019.pdf?_ga=2.35511265.199227653.1566896358-1923884142.1549015989
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/justice-committee/prison-governance/written/101673.html
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/justice-committee/prison-governance/oral/103862.html
https://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/Justice/020719-Richard-Heation-MoJ-Main-Estimate%202019-20.pdf
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmjust/483/483.pdf
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/justice-committee/prison-governance/oral/103862.html
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Table 1 sets out some of the conditions individual IMBs have reported. Box 1 includes 
photos from recent HM Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP) and IMB reports, which 
demonstrate the conditions prisoners and staff live and work in.

Table 1: Examples of findings from Independent Monitoring Board reports

Prison IMB Finding

Lincoln Legionella infection being investigated by Health and Safety Executive (one 
prisoner died) [the board has recorded some improvements since], lack of 
resolution of repairs and maintenance results in ‘unacceptable living and 
working conditions’; some heating failures; welded windows making cells 
in one wing too hot; long delays repairing kitchen equipment and washing 
machines.

Winchester Standard of accommodation ‘unacceptable’; some cells have only a sheet 
separating the toilet; cells regularly out of use; showers and phones 
frequently out of order; hot water erratic; two showers replaced in the 
previous year at cost of £150k and already floors cracked, fans ineffective 
and water repellent membrane failed.

Exeter Toilet doors missing on one wing: some toilets not flushing, with waste and 
excrement on the floor; urinals blocked and overflowing when flushed so 
that prisoners were using buckets to flush toilets. Funding provided had 
still not resulted in any repairs seven months later.

Haverigg Holes in walls and roofs; floors damaged; showers in poor condition; 
frequent heating breakdown in several units and in kitchen in winter; 
laundry failings so some prisoners had no kit changes for two weeks.

Source: Independent Monitoring Boards, IMB National Annual Report 2017/18, 5 June 2019, page 49–50

https://s3-eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/imb-prod-storage-1ocod6bqky0vo/uploads/2019/06/IMB-NATIONAL-ANNUAL-REPORT-PUBL-5-JUNE-2019.pdf
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Box 1: Examples of conditions in HMP Bristol, HMP Birmingham and HMP Winchester

Section 6 – Appendix IV: Photographs 

HMP Bristol 75 

Appendix IV: Photographs 
 

 
 
Litter accumulated at the back of C wing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 6 – Appendix IV: Photographs 

78 HMP Bristol 

 

 
 
Prisoners block their sink panels to prevent the ingress of cockroaches 
 

Section 6 – Appendix V: Photographs 

HMP Birmingham 113 

Photograph 3. Smashed windows with jagged glass 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photograph 4. Broken cell observation panel 
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7 ACCOMMODATION (INCLUDING COMMUNICATION) 

Accommodation 

‘ ’

Source: Photos from top left clockwise: Litter accumulated at the back of a wing, HMP Bristol; Prisoners block their sink 
panels to prevent the ingress of cockroaches, HMP Bristol; A sheet separating prisoners’ cell from a toilet, HMP Winchester; 
and Smashed windows with jagged glass, HMP Birmingham. Photos are taken from the HMIP reports for HMP Bristol 
(May- June 2019) and HMP Birmingham (July- August 2018), and the IMB report for HMP Winchester (2017-18). Photos are 
representative of the time they were taken and work has since been undertaken at these prisons.

10. The Ministry recognises the challenge it faces. The Secretary of State for Justice 
emphasised the need to do better with regard to repair and future capital spend.9 Jo Farrar 
described it as one of her biggest challenges.10

9 Q400
10 Q457

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmiprisons/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2019/09/Bristol-Web-2019.pdf
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmiprisons/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2019/09/Bristol-Web-2019.pdf
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmiprisons/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2018/12/HMP-Birmingham-Web-2018.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/imb-prod-storage-1ocod6bqky0vo/uploads/2018/09/Winchester-Annual-Report-2017-2018.pdf
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/justice-committee/prison-governance/oral/103862.html
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/justice-committee/prison-governance/oral/103862.html
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11. As prisons fall into further disrepair, they continue to be overcrowded. The total 
prison population as at 31 August 2019 was 82,904, up slightly from 82,839 twelve months 
previously.11 In the year to March 2019, 22.5% of prisoners were held in crowded prisons.12 
The prison population is projected to decrease in the next two years, to 81,000 by April 
2021, before rising again to 82,000 by March 2024.13 These estimates are, however, 
predicated on assumptions that court demand remains at recent lower levels, which may 
require revision following the Ministry’s review of sentencing policy.14

12. A large number of our witnesses emphasised overcrowding.15 Frances Crook, Chief 
Executive of the Howard League for Penal Reform, told us that “prisons cannot achieve 
what they are expected to achieve when there are so many people in them… you have 
to get the number of prisoners down.”16 NPC, a charity looking at the effectiveness of 
the voluntary sector, was of the view that “the criminal justice system is over-stretched 
and under-resourced, creaking under the weight of overcrowding.”17 There has also been 
international criticism of overcrowding; the United Nations Committee against Torture 
recommend that the Government “continue its efforts to improve conditions of detention 
and alleviate overcrowding of penitentiary institutions and other detention facilities, 
including through the application of non-custodial measures.”18

Increasingly complex prisoners and the need to focus on rehabilitation

13. The prison population is increasingly difficult, with many vulnerable individuals 
who have specific and complex needs. The Police and Crime Commissioner for Devon and 
Cornwall told us: “The complex needs of the current prison population and the multiple 
and complex needs associated with prisoners makes their management as individuals 
and the resulting population challenging.”19 Specific problems facing the Prison Service 
include:

• 34% of people assessed in prison in 2017–18 reported a learning disability or 
difficulty;20

• the populations of those aged over 60 and 70 are projected to increase, both in 
absolute terms and as a proportion of the total prison population by 2023;21 and

• at 1 March 2019, there were 9,734 persons on the mental health caseload across 
mental health providers in the prison estate.22

11 Ministry of Justice, Prison population bulletin August 2019, 30 August 2019; Ministry of Justice, Prison 
population bulletin August 2018, 31 August 2018. Figures exclude HMPPS Operated Immigration Removal 
Centres (IRCs).

12 Letter from Robert Buckland, Secretary of State for Justice to Peter Dawson, Director, Prison Reform Trust, on 
the 10,000 extra prison places, 11 September 2019

13 Ministry of Justice, Prison Population Projections 2019 to 2024, England and Wales, 29 August 2019, page 1
14 WS HCWS1842 [Sentencing Update], 01 October 2019
15 See for example David Godfrey (PPG0038); The Howard League for Penal Reform (PPG0011); Dr Philippa Tomczak 

(PPG0008);Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003).
16 Q25 [F Crook]
17 NPC (PPG0034)
18 United Nations Committee Against Torture, Concluding observations on the sixth periodic report of the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, CAT/C/GBR/CO/6, 7 June 2019, page 5
19 Office of Police and Crime Commissioner Devon and Cornwall (PPG0016)
20 Prison Reform Trust, Prisons: the facts, Bromley Briefings Summer 2019, August 2019
21 Ministry of Justice, Prison Population Projections 2019 to 2024, England and Wales, 29 August 2019, page 11
22 NHS England (PPG0045)

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/prison-population-figures-2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/prison-population-figures-2018
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/prison-population-figures-2018
http://www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Letters/72042%20Peter%20Dawson.pdf
http://www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Letters/72042%20Peter%20Dawson.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/827791/prison-population-projections-2019-2024.pdf
https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Commons/2019-10-01/HCWS1842/
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14. Our report Prison Population 2022 identified a lack of focus on rehabilitation. We 
concluded that the Ministry needed a dual approach to safety and decency, as well as 
improving rehabilitation, with the ultimate aim of reducing reoffending.23 Many witnesses 
reflected the view that there is a need to continue to invest in rehabilitation and focus on 
reducing reoffending.24

15. Our witnesses identified purposeful activity as requiring additional attention. Peter 
Clarke emphasised the need for good-quality activity places, noting a shortfall across 
the prison estate and that the Inspectorate “frequently find large numbers of prisoners 
unemployed with nothing to do.”25 He expressed concern that more progress was not 
being made, giving the example of HMP High Down:

there were 536 unemployed prisoners and a shortfall in activity places. We 
made a recommendation that there should be enough activity places for 
everybody in the prison. The recommendation was only partly agreed, on 
the basis that there were not the resources available to create that number 
of purposeful activity places. We also made a recommendation that every 
prisoner should have at least 10 hours out of cell. That was rejected on the 
basis that there were not enough activity places, so there is a circularity of 
despair.26

16. Dame Anne Owers emphasised the link between safety and purposeful activity, 
saying that “what prisons depend on is dynamic security, not just the physical bits. It is 
about the relationship between safety, staff-prisoner relationships and activities. That sort 
of triangle keeps safe places that are not inherently safe.”27 The Secretary of State agreed 
there was a link between purposeful activity and a reduction in grievance, noting that this 
in turns makes prisons safer places.28

17. We warmly welcome the link the Secretary of State has made between safety 
and purposeful activity. There must be greater investment in purposeful activity to 
reduce the estimated £18 billion cost of reoffending and improve safety in prisons. We 
repeat the call made in our report Prison Population 2022 for a dual focus on safety 
and rehabilitative activity and we look forward to further announcements from the 
Secretary of State setting out how he will improve purposeful activity in prisons.

The Government’s strategy for addressing the challenges facing the 
prison system

The 2016 White Paper

18. The White Paper, Prison Safety and Reform, published in November 2016, was the 
last significant articulation of the Government’s approach to managing the prison system. 

23 Justice Committee, Prison population 2022: planning for the future, HC 483, April 2019, page 5
24 See for example Dr Philippa Tomczak (PPG0008); NPC (PPG0034); Nacro (PPG0028); The Open University 

(PPG0013)
25 Q378
26 Q379 [P Clarke]
27 Q379 [A Owers]
28 Q399
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Announcing publication, the then Secretary of State for Justice, rt hon. Liz Truss MP, said 
the Government’s plans represented “a major overhaul of the system—the biggest for a 
generation.”29

19. The White Paper set out a wide range of proposals, included in more detail in box 
2. The Justice Committee examined some of these plans in its Reports Prison Reform: 
Governor empowerment and prison performance and Prison Reform: Part 1 of the Prisons 
and Court Reform Bill. The White Paper’s proposals have been implemented to varying 
degrees since 2016 by successive Secretaries of State for Justice. The commitment to 
legislate to create a statutory purpose for the prison system failed to materialise following 
the fall of the Prison and Courts Reform Bill, before the 2017 general election. However, 
the commitment to give every prisoner a dedicated officer who can engage with them one-
to-one is being rolled out through the Offender Management in Custody (OMiC) model, 
which our witnesses broadly saw as a positive change.30

Box 2: Summary of the key proposals in the Government’s 2016 White Paper Prison Safety and 
Reform

The key proposals set out in the White Paper include:

• greater autonomy for governors, including the ability to design their regime to 
meet local delivery needs and target training and work in prisons to match the 
local labour market;

• a new commissioning system where the Secretary of State directly commissioned 
prisons and held performance agreements with prison governors;

• new performance measures for all prisons with annual published league tables;

• legislation to create a statutory purpose for prisons;

• investment in an additional 2,500 prison officers, enabling prisoners to have 
more one-to-one support;

• developing a capability strategy to support governors and senior managers to 
take on new responsibilities, including a bespoke prison leadership programme; 
and

• investment of £1.3 billion to build up to 10,000 new adult prisons places, as 
well as to build and open five new community prisons for women.

Source: Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, Cm 9350, November 2016

20. The White Paper continues to underpin much of the Ministry’s prisons policy. The 
Secretary of State for Justice told us that it “informs the way in which we want to approach 
particular issues that are affecting not just the safety of prisoners but the safety of staff.”31 
However, a number of our witnesses questioned the extent to which the White Paper has 
delivered positive and continuing reform. The Prison Governors’ Association is “firmly 

29 HC Deb, 03 November 2016, col 1067 [Commons Chamber]
30 See for example Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040). We also discussed the OMiC model when we met with 

prison governors on 5 June 2019 and the notes of that meeting can be found in Annex 1.
31 Q417 [R Buckland]
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of the belief that Prison Safety & Reform has in the main been a damp squib. The White 
Paper promised much change for the better, but the reality is that for the Governor running 
their prison, the promised reform has been minimal.”32

21. Witnesses also queried the extent to which the White Paper continues to provide 
strategic direction for the Prison Service. Sue McAllister, the Prisons and Probation 
Ombudsman for England and Wales, was “not very clear on the extent to which the 2016 
white paper has remained anyone’s lodestar.”33 Clinks noted that “the momentum behind 
the original reform prisons has all but disappeared and creating change on a wider scale 
across the prison estate has been hampered by political turbulence, a lack of strategic 
oversight, and a lack of resource to address the growing prison population and ageing 
infrastructure.”34

The Ministry’s Single Departmental Plan

22. All departments are required to produce a Single Departmental Plan setting out 
objectives and how they will achieve them. The Ministry’s plan sets the following objectives 
in relation to prisons for 2019–2022:35

• provide decent, secure accommodation for offenders and reduce levels of violence 
and self-harm;

• reduce rates of reoffending and improve life chances for offenders; and

• provide excellent functional services, including delivering the Ministry’s 
financial strategy and managing expenditure.

The development of specific strategies since the 2016 White Paper

23. Since publication of the 2016 White Paper, the Ministry has published a number of 
strategies relating to specific aspects of prison life, and these have formed a key part of 
its prison reform agenda. They include the Female Offender Strategy, the Education and 
Employment Strategy and the Drugs Strategy. Explaining the rationale for these strategies, 
Jo Farrar said:

The drug strategy was identified as a priority and it has been a priority for 
us. We brought that together, because it is one of the factors that we need 
to focus on in order to improve safety and security… We are providing an 
overall framework, and the drug strategy is a good example where we allow 
governors certain freedoms to tailor things to the needs of their prison. For 
education, there is a similar strategy and a similar approach.36

32 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
33 Prisons and Probation Ombudsman (PPG0023)
34 Clinks (PPG0027)
35 Ministry of Justice, Single Departmental Plan 2019 - 2022, 27 June 2019
36 Q417 [J Farrar]
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Box 3: Female Offender Strategy

Launched in June 2018, the Female Offender Strategy included a new programme of 
work designed to improve outcomes for female offenders, including commitments to:

• invest £5 million of cross-Government funding over two years in community 
provision for women;

• work with local and national partners to develop a pilot for ‘residential women’s 
centres’ in at least five sites across England and Wales; and

• to reducing the number of women serving short custodial sentences.

Source: Ministry of Justice, Female Offender Strategy, Cm 9642, June 2018

Box 4: The Education and Employment Strategy

The Ministry published its Education and Employment Strategy in prisons in 2018. This 
set a number of areas of focus:

• establish consistency and minimum standards in a few key areas across the 
prison estate;

• empower governors to commission the education provision most likely to 
meet employers’ requirements and prisoners’ needs;

• provide the right tools and support to governors to make best use of these 
powers; and

• couple greater powers for governors with greater accountability for performance.

Source: Ministry of Justice, Education and Employment Strategy, Cm 9621, May 2018

Box 5: The Prison Drugs Strategy

In April 2019, the Ministry published its Prison Drugs Strategy, with the objective of 
reducing drugs misuse in prisons. The Ministry says that this will be achieved by:

• restricting supply: minimising drugs entering the estate and disrupting the 
trade of drugs through technology, searching, intelligence;

• reducing demand: ensuring there are incentives in place to support prisoners 
and constructive relationships with staff; and

• building recovery: collaborating with health partners to ensure successful 
commissioning and delivery of substance misuse services.

Source: Ministry of Justice, Prison Drugs Strategy, April 2019

24. It remains unclear how the Ministry chooses which strategic challenges do and do 
not require a strategy and how these fit into an overarching framework. We called for 
strategies in a number of specific areas in our Report Prison Population 2022, including: 
older prisoners and the condition of the prison estate.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/719819/female-offender-strategy.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/710406/education-and-employment-strategy-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/792125/prison-drugs-strategy.pdf
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25. The Ministry has developed a model of operational delivery for older prisoners, setting 
out how services might best be delivered. Peter Clarke told us in November 2018 that he 
had been asked to join a steering group looking at older prisons and that he understood 
that the Ministry was looking to develop a specific strategy for that cohort.37 However, 
the then Prisons Minister, rt hon. Rory Stewart MP, told the Committee in January 
2019 that the Ministry had not made any “commitment to produce a strategy for older 
offenders, as this is not necessarily the best way to address the issues involved. Instead, 
we are considering whether other approaches, such as mainstreaming older prisoner 
considerations into policy development work, might be more appropriate and effective.”38

Dr Sarah Bromley, National Medical Director, Health in Justice, Care UK, described the 
challenges faced in managing an ageing prison population, saying that “the fabric of the 
buildings does not lend itself to caring for people who are wheelchair-bound or have poor 
mobility. Social care is very patchy across the country, and how well social care is working 
has a big impact on health as well. For the frail elderly, particularly those with dementia, 
we are struggling to provide what they need to keep them safe and healthy.”39 We will 
return to this issue in a future inquiry.

26. The Ministry noted in its Response to Prison Population 2022 that it was “developing a 
long-term estate strategy which will also balance investment in the existing estate to ensure 
that accommodation is brought up to and maintained at a decent standard while also 
providing investment in new builds to create modern, purpose-built establishments, that 
improve rehabilitation and create safe and secure environments.”40 However, no timeframe 
for publishing such a strategy has been indicated. The Prison Estates Transformation 
Programme has been under way for several years following the 2015 Spending Review, 
but no specific strategy covering the programme has ever been published.

Challenges in developing strategy

27. The Ministry has published a number of individual strategies, as well as making 
money available for separate policy initiatives, particularly in relation to safety and 
decency, but a number of witnesses commented on an overall lack of strategic direction 
of the Prison Service, which many saw as an inhibiting factor in driving change.41 Clinks 
said that the “lack of strategic oversight and clear direction has led to an inconsistent 
approach taken by MoJ in relation to the development and implementation of a range of 
different strategies … As a result, the implementation of these various strategies has been 
siloed and inconsistent, limiting their potential impact and making them challenging 
to implement.”42 The Prison Reform Trust emphasised the increasing reliance of the 
Ministry on ad-hoc policy announcement, saying that “by our calculation there have been 
278 separate ministerial policy promises about the prison system. Many of those 278 have 
been made on multiple occasions. But we have so far been unable to get a reply from 
the Ministry about how many have been delivered, or even which of them still represent 
government policy.”43

37 Justice Committee, Oral evidence: Prison population 2022: planning for the future, HC 483, Q500
38 Letter from Rory Stewart to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, ‘Prison Population 2022’, 18 January 2019
39 Q179
40 Justice Committee, Prison Population 2022: Planning for the future: Government Response to the Committee’s 

Sixteenth Report of 2017–19, HC 2308, June 2019, page 28
41 See for example Ministry of Justice (PPG0014)
42 Clinks (PPG0027)
43 Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003)
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28. A number of witnesses emphasised the high turnover of ministers as having a 
significant effect on the strategic direction of the Prison Service, as well as the quality of 
its leadership.44 Since the beginning of the Coalition Government in 2010 there have been 
seven Secretaries of State for Justice and seven Prison Ministers. Professor Nick Hardwick, 
said:

Many of these [ministers] have had laudable policies–but each have been 
different and none of the incumbents have been in post long enough to 
ensure their policies come to fruition… This turnover has had a debilitating 
effect on the confidence of staff and others in the leadership of the system. 
Achieving improvement will require sustained commitment and prison 
staff will be understandably cautious about making a wholehearted 
commitment to a future Minister’s ideas if that Minister may be gone 
within a few months.45

The need for an overarching long-term strategy

29. In Prison Population 2022 we concluded that the Ministry needed to acknowledge the 
challenges it faces in managing the prison population and demonstrate that it has a long-
term strategy to deal with them.46 We were unsatisfied with the Government’s Response 
to our Report and wrote to the then Secretary of State for Justice, rt hon David Gauke 
MP: “The current crisis in our prison system requires a clear plan of action to deal with 
the many challenges our prisons are currently facing. The Government’s Response to our 
Report ‘Prison Population 2022’ does not give the Committee confidence that such a plan 
exists.”47 He responded: “I am clear that what the prison system ideally needs is a long-
term and multi-year plan not only to address the current challenges but also to put the 
whole system on a more sustainable footing. This is being developed in preparation for a 
future Spending Review and I hope to be able to tell you more about this in due course.”48 
Mr Gauke, however, left office on 24 July 2019.

30. We welcome the previous Secretary of State’s commitment to producing a long-term 
and multi-year plan and recommend that the current Secretary of State honour it. The 
plan should set out clearly an overarching and integrated strategy to deal with the main 
challenges facing the prison system. Prisons policy has too long been made on an ad-hoc 
basis, with new policies announced via press notice and little explanation given as to 
how they fit into the overall strategic direction of the Prison Service. A clear, evidenced-
based strategy is necessary to give governors the stability and confidence to make the 
changes necessary to improve prisons. This strategy should be produced by 31 March 
2020.

44 See for example Prisons and Probation Ombudsman (PPG0023); Professor Nicholas Hardwick (PPG0015)
45 Professor Nicholas Hardwick (PPG0015)
46 Justice Committee, Prison Population 2022: planning for the future, HC 483, April 2019, page 104
47 Letter from the Chair, Justice Committee, to David Gauke, Secretary of State for Justice, Prison population 2022: 

planning for the future, 26 June 2019
48 Letter from David Gauke, Secretary of State for Justice, to the Chair, Justice Committee, Prison population 2022: 

planning for the future, 16 July 2019
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The Government’s recent announcements on prisons

31. In August 2019 the Government made a series of policy and spending announcements 
relating to prisons. These included:

• spending up to £2.5 billion to create 10,000 additional prison places, with the 
first new prison to be built at HMP Full Sutton;49 and

• investing £100 million in prison security. This will include funding for x-ray 
scanners and metal detectors, as well as technology to detect and block mobile 
phones.50

32. The Prime Minister ordered a review of sentencing for serious violent and sexual 
offenders in August 2019.51 In October 2019, the Government announced a move to 
abolish the current automatic half-way release for such offenders who receive standard 
fixed-term sentences. Instead they will be required to serve a minimum of two-thirds of 
their sentence in prison and subject to strict licence conditions on release.52 In relation 
to the Government’s proposed changes to sentencing, we are concerned that the 
announcement may over time result in a significantly increased prison population 
without any guarantees that the necessary infrastructure will be put in place to avoid 
further overcrowding of prisons. We recommend that the Ministry publishes the results 
of its sentencing review in full, including its evaluation of the proposed sentencing 
changes in the Sentencing Bill on the size of the prison population.

33. The 10,000 additional prison places are in addition to those completed under previous 
Government commitments to build up to 10,000 new prison places.53 The Ministry has 
confirmed that of the original 10,000 new places committed to, 3,566 will be built, with 
new prisons at Glen Parva and Wellingborough.54 The previous Government committed 
£1.3 billion as part of the 2015 Spending Review; as at the end of July 2019, around £250 
million of the original planned investment had been spent.55 The Ministry separately 
agreed with HM Treasury that capital funding not utilised for building new prisons could 
be used to fund current spending. £235 million was switched in this way in 2017–18; a 
further £150 million in 2018–19.56

49 Ministry of Justice, 10,000 extra prison places to keep the public safe, 11 August 2019 [accessed 20/09/2019]
50 Ministry of Justice, £100 million crackdown on crime in prison, 13 August 2019 [accessed 20/09/2019]. The 

announcement of the £100 million investment in prison security follows a £70 million investment last year, which 
funded new security measures such as improved search teams, a digital categorisation tool to better manage 
offenders’ risk, and improvements to the physical security and safety of the prison estate.

51 Ministry of Justice, Sentencing review to look at most dangerous and prolific offenders, 12 August 2019 
[accessed 20/09/2019]

52 WS HCWS1842 [Sentencing Update], 01 October 2019
53 Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, Cm 9350, November 2016, page 11
54 Letter from Robert Buckland, Secretary of State for Justice to Peter Dawson, Director, Prison Reform Trust, on 

the 10,000 extra prison places, 11 September 2019. A new houseblock was opened at HMP Stocken in June 2019, 
creating an additional 206 places. The new prisons at Glen Parva and Wellingborough are each due to have 
capacities of 1680 respectively.

55 PQ 2862 9 [Prisons], 3 September 2019
56 HM Treasury, Central Government Supply Estimates 2017–18 Supplementary Estimates, February 2018, page 359; 

HM Treasury, Central Government Supply Estimates 2018–19 Supplementary Estimates, February 2018, page 370.
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34. We welcome the additional and sorely needed investment the Government 
has announced for the prison system. Given the Governments’ poor track record in 
delivering promised new prison places, we recommend that the Ministry sets out further 
details of how and when it intends to use the £2.5 billion that has been committed to 
build 10,000 additional places and over what time period they will be built.

35. We are particularly concerned by the focus on creating additional places, rather 
than on replacing dilapidated and decrepit prisons in the current estate. The Ministry 
estimates it has a current backlog of maintenance work worth £900 million and 
attention must be given to the rest of the prison estate, which is falling into an ever-
worse state of disrepair. We took comfort from the words of the Secretary of State for 
Justice and the Chief Executive of the HMPPS, who each acknowledged the significant 
challenge of managing the prison estate. However, we have still not seen the long-
term estate strategy we were told was being developed by the Ministry of Justice. We 
recommend that the Ministry sets out the immediate steps it is taking to manage and 
reduce the backlog of maintenance and sets out a timetable to achieve this. We renew 
our call for a long-term estate strategy and request that the Ministry publishes this in 
response to this report.

The importance of leadership

36. Leadership is a key function of any organisation and we believe strongly that investing 
in the quality of leadership of our prisons can have a real impact on their performance. 
We said in our Report Prison Population 2022:

Prison governors are expected to implement several rehabilitative strategies 
at a time when they are beginning to benefit from a higher complement 
of staff and are seeking to focus on reversing the deep decline in safety. 
While we agree that it is right to focus on both decency and rehabilitation, 
governors have limited capacity, with prison population at current levels, to 
deal with the range of competing and challenging demands on their time.57

37. Successive Secretaries of State have agreed with us. Rt hon. David Gauke MP told 
the House, in a debate on prisons and probation, that leadership is an important factor in 
delivering well run prisons.58 The current Secretary of State told us that leadership was a 
key part of a governor’s role, emphasising that developing training for current and future 
governors was at the heart of the Government’s thinking.59

38. A number of witnesses emphasised the importance of leadership to delivering 
improvements in prisons. Peter Clarke, in his Annual Report, said that:

Some issues that have an adverse impact on prisoners are often outside the 
control of prison leaders, such as the availability of accommodation for 
those being released, or delays in transferring those suffering from mental 
illness to secure beds. However, there is much that is firmly within the 
control of those whose responsibility it is to lead and manage these complex 
establishments. It is as clear as day, and I see it for myself week in, week out 

57 Justice Committee, Prison Population 2022: planning for the future, HC 483, April 2019, page 52
58 HC Deb, 14 May 2019, col 110 [Commons Chamber]
59 Q421 [R Buckland]
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as I join our inspection teams across England and Wales, that the variations 
in performance of apparently comparable jails is directly influenced by the 
quality of their leadership. Indeed, on occasions a decision as to whether 
to invoke the Urgent Notification Protocol has been influenced by my 
confidence in whether the prison leadership has the capacity and capability 
to drive improvement.60

Dame Anne Owers told us that she had seen examples of a well performing prison going 
into decline because a good governor had moved on.61 The Prison Officers Association 
argued that for prisons to improve there needed to be “Leadership from Government, 
leadership from HMPPS, leadership from Governors, leadership from managers and 
leadership by frontline staff. If any of these are missing or not as strong or reliable as they 
should be, an establishment will start to fail.”62

39. Some witnesses cautioned that good leadership alone will not improve prison 
performance. The Prisoner Learning Alliance cautioned that the “challenges arising 
from under resourcing and under staffing can only ever be slightly ameliorated by good 
management.”63 The Prison Reform Trust told us that:

it has always been true that determined local leadership with the right sort 
of support can improve the state of even the most problematic prisons, 
if only temporarily. But it is hard to think of any circumstance in which 
spending more on senior roles, and requiring ever more attention to be 
devoted to reporting on progress rather than actually making it, represents 
the best response to a crisis created overwhelmingly by the withdrawal of 
resources from the front line.64

The need for a sustainable funding settlement for prisons

40. We have heard strong calls for further investment in prisons; the Prison Governors 
Association said that “the fundamental issue facing HMPPS is a lack of investment.”65 It 
went on to say that funding made available in the last few years was inadequate and called 
for a root and branch review of all aspects of imprisonment, with adequate funding for the 
results. Philip Wheatley, former Director General of the Prison Service, emphasised the 
ongoing tension between the need for the Ministry of Justice to live within its means and 
the need to invest in the prison system. He warned that “Any pressure to deliver further 
cuts in prisons or an expectation that prisons can cope with cuts or inflexibility in the 
delivery of essential support services is likely to stall or reverse any signs of recovery in the 
performance in our prisons.”66

60 HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales, Annual Report 2018–19, HC 2469, July 2019, page 7
61 Q382
62 POA (PPG0010)
63 Prisoner Learning Alliance (PPG0024)
64 Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003)
65 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
66 Mr Philip Wheatley (PPG0009)
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41. In September 2019, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, rt hon Sajid Javid MP, announced 
the results of a one-year Spending Review for the financial year 2020–21. The settlement 
for the Ministry of Justice included:

• a 4.9% increase in real terms to the department’s resource budget from 2019–20 
to 2020–21;

• funding to begin delivery of the government’s £2.5 billion commitment to create 
an additional 10,000 prison places, as well as the £100 million to increase security 
in prisons, announced by the Prime Minister in August 2019; and

• £55 million across the criminal justice system to support the work of 20,000 
additional police officers.

42. We have repeatedly called for a sustainable funding settlement for the prisons system, 
to improve safety and decency in prisons, as well as to focus on rehabilitation to reduce 
the estimated £18 billion annual cost of reoffending to the economy.67 The Secretary of 
State agreed that the Ministry could do with additional resource and emphasised the 
need to invest in the Prison Service to offset future costs. He said that “A lesson I have 
learned over the years is that a lack of investment in intervention at the right stage of 
rehabilitation leads to more reoffending, and more reoffending leads to more and longer 
terms of imprisonment.”68 He went gave the example of healthcare, where investment now 
in areas such as drugs in prisons might lead to a reduction in costs in the future.69

43. We welcome much needed additional funding for the Ministry of Justice and in 
particular for the prison system. We acknowledge that the recent Spending Review was 
intended to cover only one financial year but believe the condition of the prison system 
is such that a multi-year funding settlement is urgently required. Prisons should be 
safe and decent environments that rehabilitate offenders but this not currently the 
case. We have called for a long-term plan to improve the prison system, but this will 
work only if it has the funding to underpin the plan. We note the recent schools funding 
announcement for the three years to 2022–23 and would welcome something similar 
for prisons. We recommend that the Ministry works with HM Treasury to agree long-
term funding plans, to give the Prison Service and prison governors the confidence and 
stability to drive real change in prisons.

44. The Secretary of State emphasised the need to take a cross-departmental approach 
to funding the whole criminal justice system, telling us in July 2019, when he was Prisons 
Minister, that:

It is welcome to hear that the future Government will invest more in 
policing, but that will have a knock-on effect. With more police officers, 
we can expect to see more arrests. With more arrests, we can expect to see 
more prosecutions. With more prosecutions, we expect more contact with 
the Prison and Probation Service. If there is to be an increase in resources, 
it needs to be met with a whole criminal justice system response. I and 
my officials are working closely with colleagues in the Home Office and 

67 Justice Committee, Prison Population 2022: planning for the future, HC 483, April 2019, page 20
68 Q420
69 Q456
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the Attorney-General’s office to make sure that when the spending review 
process begins, instead of being dealt with on a departmental basis, it is 
dealt with on a thematic basis.70

The Government recognised this in recent policy announcements on prisons. In its 
press release announcing up to £2.5 billion to build 10,000 additional prison places, 
the Government said that “This major investment builds upon the Prime Minister’s 
commitment to recruit 20,000 more frontline police officers over the next 3 years–to 
protect the public and cut crime. Ensuring prisons have sufficient capacity to hold the 
additional offenders who will be caught, charged and sentenced is a crucial part of the 
government’s effort to create a more effective justice system.”71

45. We have previously called for a similar approach in relation to reoffending, 
recommending in our report, Prison Population 2022, that the next Spending Review 
“should be broadened to encompass a more systemic approach to managing the £18 billion 
a year cost of reoffending. This should include downstream measures, which are out of the 
control of the Ministry of Justice.”72 The cross-system approach the Government has 
taken to the criminal justice sector in its recent policy announcements is welcome. 
However, we would like to see more detail on how the Government will take the same 
approach in relation to reoffending, as the Secretary of State set out when giving 
evidence to us.

70 Q420
71 Ministry of Justice, 10,000 extra prison places to keep the public safe, 11 August 2019 [accessed 20/09/2019]
72 Justice Committee, Prison Population 2022: planning for the future, HC 483, April 2019, page 21
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2 The role of the governor
46. Governors play a vital role in the effective running of a prison. They work in extremely 
complex and volatile environments with vulnerable people. A governor is ultimately 
responsible for everything that happens within a prison, as the governors we met told 
us.73 They are passionate about what they do, and all told us that it hurt when things 
went wrong.74 Many emphasised the changing nature of the role due to the government 
empowerment agenda and the need to have both a strategic and operational understanding 
of how to run an organisation.75

Governor empowerment agenda

47. Successive governments have had a policy of empowering governors. This was 
envisaged as moving from a highly centralised system to one where authority was devolved 
to governors, who would have a much greater say.76 In May 2016, the Ministry launched a 
programme of six reform prisons, which were intended to give governors unprecedented 
operational and financial authority. More information on these reforms can be found in 
Box 6. Reform prisons were mentioned in the 2016 White Paper, Prison Safety and Reform, 
but according to the Prison Reform Trust were “quietly shelved” after that.77

Box 6: The six reform prisons

Governors in the six reform prisons, announced in May 2016, were given unprecedent 
operational and financial authority, including to:

• spend budgets more flexibly to prioritise the issues they considered most 
important;

• design new strategies to recruit, manage, develop and recognise staff so they 
attract the right people and retain them;

• manage staff more flexibly to increase frontline numbers and support safety, 
security and rehabilitation;

• decide which goods and services they buy locally and who supplies them; and

• decide whom they partner with and what services they commission, including 
the ability to opt out of national contracts.

Source: Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, Cm 9350, November 2016, page 27

48. Governor empowerment was a major part of the 2016 White Paper, which proposed 
to build on reform prisons and roll governor empowerment out across the prison estate. 
More information on what was proposed can be found in Box 7. Such proposals have 
been implemented to varying extents; for example, governors have some control over their 
budgets, but it is limited.

73 See for example Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003) and Annex 1.
74 See Annex 1.
75 See Annex 1. See also Prisons Research Centre, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge (PPG0006).
76 See for example Q416
77 Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003). See also Prisons and Probation Ombudsman (PPG0023) and Clinks (PPG0027).
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Box 7: Governor empowerment as set out in the 2016 White Paper Prison Safety and Reform

The 2016 White Paper set out the following proposals in relation to all governors being 
given greater authority:

• Accredited programmes: governors would be able to choose which 
programmes to run for prisoners to tackle their offending behaviour;

• health: The Ministry would move to a joint approach to commissioning 
health services in England, with governors jointly involved in the decision-
making process at each stage of the commissioning cycle alongside local NHS 
commissioners;

• work: governors would be able to develop local commercial relationships to 
provide meaningful work opportunities for prisoners. They would be able to 
reinvest the income they generated to deliver additional services or grow their 
employment offer;

• staff: governors would be able to design their staffing structure from scratch 
and hire the senior leadership team, officers and specialists with the skills they 
think the prison needs;

• budgets: governors would decide how they spend their money rather than 
being given specific budgets for different things, with tight restrictions on how 
they spend it;

• operating framework: governors would be able to introduce operational 
policies that fit the prison;

• education: governors would be given the budget and responsibility for 
education once current contracts end so that they can overhaul education 
provision completely; and

• family ties: governors would be given the budget and responsibility for services 
to families so that prisoners can build and keep family ties.

Source: Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, Cm 9350, November 2016, page 28–29

49. Our predecessor Committee considered the governor empowerment reforms in the 
White Paper in its Report Prison reform: governor empowerment and prison performance. 
It generally supported the principle of greater governor empowerment, but it did not see 
any evidence that this would lead to better outcomes.78 The Committee called on the 
Government to publish an evaluation of the impact on performance of granting greater 
autonomy to governors after 12 months. The Government response to the Report said that 
it was working to develop an evaluation strategy for the full Prison Reform programme, 
and empowerment would be part of that.79 No such evaluation has been published.

78 Justice Committee, Prison reform: governor empowerment and prison performance, Twelfth Report of Session 
2016–17, HC 1123, 7 April 2017

79 Justice Committee, Second Special Report, The Government’s Response to the previous Committee’s Reports (on 
Prison reform: governor empowerment and prison performance, and Prison reform: Part 1 of the Prisons and 
Courts Bill), October 2017, HC 491, 23 October 2017.
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50. A number of witnesses were sceptical of the extent to which governors had actually 
been empowered since the publication of the White Paper. Andrea Albutt, President of 
the Prison Governors Association, said that “We no longer use the term “empowerment”. 
We use the term “freedoms”—freedoms for governors. That probably says a lot about the 
empowerment agenda.”80 The Chief Inspector of Prisons, Peter Clarke, felt that there had 
never been clarity over what giving governors more autonomy actually meant. During 
his inspections he found a variety of perceptions at different prisons as to what governors 
can and cannot do and argued that “What they [governors] need is absolute clarity about 
their remit, the parameters of what they can do and the role of those above them in the 
leadership chain.”81

51. Witnesses identified the inability of governors to control fully their prison finances 
as a significant inhibiting factor to real autonomy. It was estimated that between 80% and 
85% of a governor’s budget will be spent on staff costs, leaving only a small amount for 
discretionary expenditure and little real autonomy about how money is spent.82 Governors 
told us that autonomy over their budgets had improved, but they emphasised restrictions 
and rigid structures to get approval for expenditure that remained.83 The Prison Reform 
Trust noted that governors must rely on resources funded in different ways and services 
they may not have personally procured. It called for governors to be trusted with more 
flexibility over how they manage their budgets.84

52. We support the principle of governor empowerment and it seems sensible and 
logical that governors should have autonomy to run their prisons as they see best. Any 
devolution of responsibility to governors must be accompanied by the training and 
support necessary for governors to succeed in their role. In the three years since the 
2016 White Paper and the setting up of the original six reform prisons, the governor 
empowerment agenda has been implemented on an ad hoc basis, and we are concerned 
by a lack of clarity as to how the role of the governor has changed as a result. Neither 
have we seen any evaluation of the impact the changes have had on prison performance. 
We recommend that the Ministry publishes a full impact evaluation of the changes it 
has made to governor responsibilities since 2016.

53. Governors will be able to make use of their autonomy and be truly innovative only 
if they have the necessary funding and the ability to use it how they see fit. We were 
concerned to hear that governor’s control over their prison’s finances remains limited. 
We call on the Ministry to set out in response to this report what discretionary funding is 
available for governors to undertake individual projects in their prisons, as well as what 
more can be done to give governors the financial independence to drive truly innovative 
change.

The accountability structures that governors work within

54. The lack of clarity over the extent to which governors have full control over their 
prisons, led many witnesses to identify an apparent expectation gap between what 
governors are perceived to be responsible for, particularly by the public, and what they 

80 Q2
81 Qq333–334
82 See Q4; Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040); Annex 1.
83 See Annex 1.
84 Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003)
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actually have control over. This was articulated by many of the governors we spoke to, 
who agreed they were often held accountable for things over which they have no direct 
control.85 Digby Griffith, Executive Director, Safety and Rehabilitation, HMPPS, echoed 
this, telling us that “the governor is held responsible for a lot of things over which they 
do not have direct control”.86 He went on to say that “For many members of the public, 
prisoners are hidden away and the governor is responsible for them.”87 The Prison Officers 
Association was concerned that the role of the governor was used by the Ministry and 
HMPPS as a buffer when problems in frontline delivery arose.88

55. Witnesses agreed that governors held primary responsibility for what happened in 
their prisons. The Prison Governors Association said that “the Governor is accountable 
for everything that happens in and with their prison every hour, every day, every month of 
every year.”89 However, the sheer number of organisations and individuals that governors 
themselves are accountable to was emphasised by some.90 We also heard calls for clearer 
accountability structures within which governors operate. Peter Clarke told us that “The 
governor has to be held accountable because at a local level the governor is accountable, 
but in turn that governor needs to ensure that his or her team is held accountable.”91

56. We had an interesting discussion with our witnesses about who was ultimately 
responsible for delivering an action plan where the performance of a prison requires 
improvement. Peter Clarke had received varying responses to this question noting that 
some governors felt it was them, while others argued the responsibility lay with the Prison 
Group Director or another individual further up the chain.92 Phil Copple, Director 
General for Prisons, noted that “Responsibility is held at several different levels, depending 
on what the nature of the action is. A lot of them will be the responsibility locally for the 
governor to see through. Some of them will be on the wider service to see through”.93 
Jo Farrar, the Chief Executive of HMPPS, accepted that the Service needed “to be clear 
about what governors and prison group directors are responsible for and what we are all 
accountable for.”94

57. We are concerned that the additional responsibilities that governors have received 
under the empowerment agenda do not match the rhetoric used by the Ministry and that 
therefore there is a lack of clarity both as to what governors themselves are responsible 
for, but more generally who is accountable for the performance of individual prisons. 
We recommend that the Ministry undertake a review of the accountability structures 
within which governors operate to ensure absolute clarity as to who is responsible for 
what.

85 See Annex 1.
86 Q219
87 Q223 [D Griffith]
88 POA (PPG0010)
89 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
90 See for example Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003) and Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040).
91 Q354
92 Q331
93 Q410
94 Q411
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The need for teamwork and collaboration

58. There are areas within a prison where the governor does not have direct responsibility 
for what happens. Health and education are examples, and we cover these in a later 
chapter, but there are many others, such as facilities management and the resettlement of 
prisoners. Many of our witnesses emphasised that to be successful, governors needed to be 
skilled in partnership working and able to work as a team with other organisations. The 
Prison Governors Association said that governors “rely on building strong functioning 
relationships with all partners both internal and external to the prison. This requires 
competent leadership, demonstrating strong influencing and negotiating skills.”95

59. Governors we met as part of this inquiry also emphasised partnership working to 
shape services and influence areas where they had more limited control, but gave examples 
of where they had struggled to exert any influence.96 The ability to use skills of persuasion, 
influence and co-operation, rather than direct command were emphasised as key skills in 
running today’s prisons.97 Digby Griffith summed up the situation, describing governors 
as “Chief Executives”, expected to bring together multiple agencies to work in partnership.98 
Many different organisations work in a prison and we agree with our witnesses that 
partnership working is an important part of a well performing prison. A whole-prison 
approach is absolutely vital and it should be for the governor to work with partner 
organisations to set the vision and strategic direction for their prison.

The condition of the prison estate and the role of the governor

60. We emphasised in chapter 1 the poor condition of the prison estate as a significant 
strategic challenge for the Ministry and HMPPS. The Prison Governors Association 
described the condition of many prisons as “deplorable and not fit for purpose”.99 Dame 
Anne Owers, National Chair of the IMBs, said the challenge of properly maintaining the 
estate was something that been reported on for years and felt that it had taken a crisis 
for the problem to be taken seriously.100 She identified a sense of “learned helplessness” 
among staff, who had often given up trying to do things to improve the situation owing 
to a “loss of staff, lack of investment and failing facilities management contracts”.101 Peter 
Clarke pointed out that in some prisons, such as HMP Liverpool, a mindset had developed 
amongst staff of accepting poor conditions.102 When we met with governors, they told us 
that the reality of the situation was that to run a decent Prison Service there first needed 
to be a decent prison estate.103

61. The Secretary of State and his officials acknowledged the poor condition of the prison 
estate and the need for action. All agreed that more funding was required to take the 
action necessary to deliver sustained improved. Phil Copple noted that “this year, for major 
renewal and maintenance our budget is about £75 million. Ten years ago, the figure was 

95 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
96 See Annex 1.
97 Prisons Research Centre, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge (PPG0006)
98 Q218
99 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
100 Q374;Q378
101 Qq377–378
102 Q376
103 See Annex 1.
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more than £230 million, and that figure is not adjusted for inflation.”104 Sir Richard Heaton, 
Permanent Secretary of the Ministry, estimated the backlog of maintenance across the 
prison estate at £900 million (£760 million capital DEL and £140 million resource DEL).105 
Andrea Albutt told us that just to stabilise prison assets would require £500 million per 
year for a decade.106 Jo Farrar said that she had visited a number of facilities that she did 
not consider to be in an acceptable condition and that she was working with the Ministry 
to make the case for proper investment. She hoped to have additional investment this year 
so that more could be done.107 However, Phil Copple cautioned that:

you can quickly have a prison deteriorate, but it takes a long time to improve 
it. That is symptomatic of the adult male closed estate in many respects 
over recent years. It will be a long haul to improve it. Money will make a 
big difference, particularly in living conditions. That is why we need to get 
proper investment in the estate. Local management and their efforts and 
the support they get from above are also important… With exceptional 
local management and exceptional levels of support from above, you can 
make more progress than otherwise would be the case, but you will not 
have a magic bullet that finds millions and millions of pounds to improve 
the physical conditions.108

Facilities management contracts

62. Many witnesses identified facilities management contracts as a major reason for 
the current condition of the prison estate. Facilities management in the prison estate 
is provided via contracts with two main companies: Amey and GFSL, a government 
company set up to take over the Carillion contract for prison maintenance following that 
company’s collapse in January 2018.

63. Frances Crook, Chief Executive of the Howard League for Penal Reform, described 
the facilities management contracts as a complete disaster.109 The Prison Governors 
Association concluded that the contracts were a risk to health and safety, as well as decency.110 
Sir Richard Heaton told us that GFSL is “still in a transitional phase of stabilising and 
improving the service, resulting in current performance not yet at the levels either the 
Ministry or GFSL would like to see.” The Ministry estimated that it had spent £10–15 
million more on GFSL in 2018–19 than it had spent on Carillion in 2017–18.111

64. The 2016 White Paper proposed that national contracts be reviewed to assess whether 
further responsibility could be devolved to governors to give them greater flexibility to buy 
services from elsewhere if they chose.112 Facilities management contracts remain national 
contracts. Governors we met expressed frustration at being tied to such contracts, which 

104 Q428
105 Letter from Sir Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Justice to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, 

Ministry of Justice Main Estimate 2019–20, 2 July 2019
106 Q16
107 Q457 [J Farrar]
108 See for example Q429.
109 Q37 [F Crook]
110 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
111 Letter from Sir Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Justice to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, 

Ministry of Justice Supplementary Estimate 2018–19, 8 April 2019. The £10–15 million figure refers only to the 
fixed cost element of the contract.

112 Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, Cm 9350, November 2016, page 29
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they felt impeded making improvements to decency. One governor said they felt “held to 
ransom” by the contracts, noting that they had limited authority over contractual levers. 
Another said that control over facilities management should be devolved to governors.113 
Andrea Albutt said that governors had limited control and had to try to use their leadership 
skills to influence the contracts.114 Dame Anne Owers said that many IMBs were reporting 
that there was still “administrative red tape and labyrinthine procedures where it takes 
ages to get something done.”115 The Secretary of State told us that he was deeply frustrated 
with the amount of time it took for maintenance work to be undertaken.116

65. A number of our witnesses suggested that a solution to some of the prison estate’s 
maintenance problems would be to give governors autonomy to authorise and undertake 
minor repairs work, rather than relying solely on national facilities management contracts. 
Dame Anne Owers said that prisons previously had their own works departments, meaning 
that someone was always on site able to undertake small works, alongside prisoners.117

66. The Secretary of State agreed, suggesting that governors should be able to commission 
minor repairs themselves, saying that “we need to do something more systemic to give 
governors a higher level of autonomy to get on with the little repairs that mean so much 
to the prison community.”118 He cited the example of Q-Branch at HMP Leeds, which 
involves a small group of staff and prisoners carrying out maintenance tasks, saying that 
“the example that prison officers and prisons are showing in Leeds is a clarion call to the 
rest of us as to not only how to involve prisoners in maintaining the estate but to save 
money and do it in a cost-effective way.”119 Phil Copple explained how this could be rolled 
out across the rest of the prison estate:

we would create flexibility using some prisoner labour, as well as a small 
number of directly employed staff, to carry out some of the most minor 
repairs, and try to improve conditions in establishments. They are able to 
source materials locally to do that, which is distinct from the core services 
in the management contract, and certainly distinct from more major 
investment in renewal and refurbishment across the estate.120

The Secretary of State thought this could be rolled out at pace across the prison estate.121 
He said that “ I am hoping that when we come to the end of next year, when I think 
contracts are due for review, we look seriously at reinjecting the local dynamism that can 
result in little repairs being made that, if left undone, can lead to a whole series of other 
problems developing that cost us more money in the long run.”122

67. We welcome the Secretary of State’s commitment to introducing greater autonomy 
for governors to undertake minor repairs and we support him in his endeavour of setting 
up works departments in prisons to do this. We believe this is a sensible initiative that 
will have a positive impact on the condition of prisons, as well as creating purposeful 

113 See Annex 1.
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115 Q373
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activity for prisoners, and call for this to be implemented as soon as possible. We 
recommend that in response to this Report the Ministry sets out more detail about how 
it will implement this initiative and when it expects to roll it out across the prison estate.

68. We continue to be very concerned about the performance of facilities management 
contracts. The condition of the prison estate is dire and the current contracts bureaucratic 
with limited opportunities for governors to exert any influence in individual prisons. 
We recommend that the Ministry, at the earliest possible opportunity, move away from 
national contracts for facilities management to much smaller, localised arrangements. 
The example of the contracts used under the Prison Education Framework may prove 
useful in this, but the overarching principle must be that governors have more control 
over the service and can adapt it to meet the needs of their prison.

Box 8: Q-Branch: An example of good practice

Q Branch is a small team of staff and prisoners who carry out maintenance tasks of 
varying kinds around HMP Leeds. The scheme employs skilled prisoners to carry out 
in-house work and gain national vocational qualifications in areas such as painting, 
woodwork, bricklaying and plastering. The work carried out are tasks that the Facilities 
Management provider does not have time to complete. Prisoners also carry out tasks 
that are routinely completed by other professionals or contractors and include waste 
management, gardening and landscaping, among other activities. HM Inspectorate 
of Prisons, following their inspection in October and November 2017, described the 
initiative as an example of good practice. The scheme has also been successfully rolled 
out at HMP Wealstun and nine other establishments in the North.

Source: Ministry of Justice (PPG0044)

Governor autonomy in relation to capital expenditure

69. The scope for governors to control capital expenditure in their prison remains very 
limited. Andrea Albutt summarised the position, explaining that:

If I, as a governor, decided that I needed technology at the front of my 
prison, I would not have the money in my budget to do that. I would have 
to put a business case, through my prison group director, asking for more 
money to do that. Whether or not that business case was agreed, the prison 
group director would not necessarily have the resource to pay for it either, 
so it would then have to be escalated higher.123

Sir Richard Heaton explained the process through which capital expenditure is approved. 
He said that capital budgets for improvement works in prisons are held centrally and 
there is no formal capital allocation to individual prisons. Governors can bid for funding 
and these bids are submitted to a dedicated Board, depending on the value of the works. 
The Board then makes prioritised allocation decisions in the light of the overall funding 
available.124

123 Q29
124 Letter from Sir Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Justice to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, 

Ministry of Justice Supplementary Estimate 2018–19, 8 April 2019
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70. However, a number of governors told us that even where bids were approved, they 
were often told that there was no money to pay for them.125 Andrea Albutt also raised 
concerns that bids were not approved quickly enough before the end of the year, meaning 
that the money could then not be spent.126 The Secretary of State said that the Ministry 
should “look seriously at how we can devolve a budget to governors with a reasonable 
threshold under which they should have discretion to spend on repairs.” He added that “I 
am very much in favour of trying to restore a local element of discretion.”127

71. The current system for approving capital expenditure is bureaucratic and we 
welcome the Secretary of State’s commitment to look seriously at this issue. Governors 
should have more discretion to authorise capital expenditure themselves. We accept the 
need to approve some major capital work centrally, but call for greater responsibility 
for governors. We recommend that the Ministry review governor’s responsibilities for 
approving capital expenditure and consider how further financial authority can be 
devolved to them.

Procurement

72. Many governors raised procurement as a barrier to making improvements. One 
governor told us that one of their greatest frustrations was the bureaucracy of getting 
permission to get things done. A number of governors described procurement rules as “a 
constant battle”. Many felt that trying to innovate was exhausting because they constantly 
had to jump through hoops and fight to get things delivered.128 Andrea Albutt emphasised 
the problem of centralised contracts, saying that prisons often struggle to get equipment 
into prisons: “You need to purchase new furniture for prison cells, but six or seven months 
down the road you still do not have it.”129 The Prison Governors Association used the 
example of HMP Bristol to illustrate the problem, noting that new cell furniture had been 
ordered in January 2019 but still had not arrived by June 2019.130

73. We also heard about the challenges of procuring drugs scanners because there is not 
a procurement system in place to acquire them; Andrea Albutt said HMPPS was having 
to piggyback on a UK Border Agency (UKBA) contract to acquire them.131 The Ministry 
confirmed that in the last year it had leveraged the UKBA contract to purchase 17 body 
scanners. It is in the process of setting up its own contract to purchase such technology.132

74. We are concerned by what we have heard about the bureaucracy of procurement 
in the prison system, particularly the length of time it can take to get equipment into 
individual prisons. We welcome the Government’s recent announcement of £100 
million investment in prison security, but this will only be effective if the equipment 
it purchases, such as drugs scanners, arrives in prisons in a timely fashion. We call on 
the Ministry to commission an independent review of procurement processes to ensure 
that prisons get the equipment they need in a timely fashion.

125 See Annex 1.
126 Q18
127 Q457 [R Buckland]
128 See Annex 1.
129 Q13
130 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
131 Q13
132 Ministry of Justice (PPG0044)
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Training and development

75. Prison governors emphasised to us the increasing complexity of their role following the 
governor empowerment agenda, saying that governors now needed a good understanding 
of the strategic functions of running a prison, such as human resources and contract 
management. They also emphasised the need for more leadership training.133 This is 
something our predecessor Committee called for in its Report Prison reform: governor 
empowerment and prison performance.134 It raised concerns about governors having the 
capability to take on additional responsibilities and called for additional support and 
training to help governors fulfil their role. We repeated this call in our Report Prison 
Population 2022.135 The Government has said it is investing £1.5 million in learning and 
development initiatives. As part of the 10 prisons project, interventions were put in place 
for the governors and their leadership teams to help build competence and confidence 
within establishments.136

76. Many witnesses felt that additional training would be beneficial in supporting 
governors to carry out their job effectively. The Prison Officers Association was critical of 
the current provision and said that if the Ministry wants to devolve any further powers 
to governors, they need to provide the training and knowledge to enable governors to be 
successful.137 Jo Farrar told us about some of the work the Service is currently undertaking 
to develop its governors, including the introduction of a senior leaders scheme, which 
“will take people with high potential whom we expect to be the governors of the future 
and start to give them the right training and development.”138 Phil Copple also noted that 
governors are able to undertake six-to-eight-week placements outside the Prison Service 
to learn from other organisations. However, he accepted that more needed to be invested 
in this area, something which had been learnt from the 10 prisons project.139

77. The Prison Officers Association felt the new senior leaders programme did not offer 
officers enough time on the frontline, noting that in the past officers would have had to 
have been in post for at least four years before they could apply for promotion.140 The 
Prisoner Learning Alliance argued that more could be learnt from similar schemes in 
the private sector. They said that “Not enough thought is given to the type of leadership 
style and type of prison, and whether a governors skills and attitudes are a good ‘fit’ for 
an establishment.”141 Governors also called for more tailored training, highlighting the 
diversity of the prison estate and the fact that managing different prisons often required 
different sets of skills.142

133 See Annex 1.
134 Justice Committee, Prison reform: governor empowerment and prison performance, Twelfth Report of Session 

2016–17, HC 1123, 7 April 2017, page 14
135 Justice Committee, Prison Population 2022: planning for the future, HC 483, April 2019, pages 52–53
136 Letter from Sir Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Justice to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, 

Ministry of Justice Main Estimate 2019–20, 2 July 2019
137 POA (PPG0010). See also Miss Emily Talbot (PPG0032).
138 Q421
139 Q422. See also Ministry of Justice (PPG0014).
140 POA (PPG0010)
141 Prisoner Learning Alliance (PPG0024)
142 See Annex 1.
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78. Governors must have the necessary support and training. We welcome the 
initiatives being undertaken by HMPPS, such as the senior leaders scheme, but agree 
that there needs to be greater investment in leadership development. The ability 
of governors to go on short secondments outside the Prison Service to learn about 
leadership in other organisations is a vital tool and we would like to see this available 
more widely. The work undertaken on leadership development as part of the 10 prisons 
project is positive, but we note no evaluation of this aspect of the project has been 
published. We recommend that the Ministry sets out how it intends to take forward the 
leadership development work undertaken as part of the 10 prisons project, including 
how this will be rolled out across the rest of the estate.

79. A number of our witnesses raised the need for additional support to help governors 
fulfil their role. Andrea Albutt told us that “In governing a prison, governors need the 
services of competent people around them as well… They need knowledge of and access 
to the services that help run their prisons.”143 Governors told us that they do receive 
some support, in the form of finance and HR business partners, but that these are shared 
resources with other prisons.144 The role of the governor is ever more complex and is 
rapidly moving from having a mainly operational focus to requiring a more strategic 
approach. Governors need access to sufficient support and expertise to enable them to 
fulfil this role.

Recruitment and retention

80. Having a strong pipeline of future governors for recruitment is important to having 
effective leadership across the prison estate. The Ministry has a strategy for developing 
leadership in HMPPS and has re-introduced a direct entry scheme for future leaders. 
However, it accepted that this does not yet go far enough, telling us that “There are 
lots of people with relevant experience whom we believe could bring new skills and 
complement the skills of experienced staff already working in prisons.”145 The Prisoner 
Learning Alliance agreed, stating that “The current recruitment process is not robust and 
sustainable enough to ensure an adequate number or quality of governors. There is a level 
of attrition with people leaving the Prison Service or, for governors there are opportunities 
for employment at regional and HQ level which take senior staff away from operational 
roles.”146

The effect of high turnover of governors

81. One of the main reasons for having strong recruitment channels for governors is 
relatively high turnover in the grade. As at 30th September 2018, the average length of 
service for governors in their current post was 2.6 years.147 Figure 2 shows the number of 
prisons that have had multiple governors between 2010 and 2018. Fifty-two establishments 
have had four or more governing governors in nine years.148

143 Q39
144 See Annex 1.
145 Ministry of Justice (PPG0014)
146 Prisoner Learning Alliance (PPG0024). See also Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003).
147 PQ 2195 7 [Prison Governors], 11 February 2019
148 PQ 248732 [On prison governors], 02 May 2019
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Figure 2: Number of prisons with multiple governors in post between 2010 and 2018
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82. The issue of governors being moved around rapidly within the Prison Service, either 
between prisons or into a headquarters role, was also identified as a problem. The Prisoner 
Learning Alliance set out the consequences of high turnover of governors at individual 
establishments:

We often see that a governor who is managing and improving their prison effectively can 
be moved to another prison that is struggling. While the logic is understandable, this can 
potentially have two impacts. The prison that loses the governor has a leadership vacuum, 
progress loses momentum and structures and initiatives that have been implemented 
before the governor’s departure are not taken forward and embedded. Secondly, if the 
prison the governor moves to is not a good fit for their qualities and capabilities, they are 
unable to make the changes needed to improve their new establishment and a struggling 
prison continues to be lack stability and effective leadership.149

Frances Crook told us that she did not think governors stayed long enough when they 
wanted to, saying that “It is horrific when a prison has a governor with a stable team for five 
years, and suddenly they are parachuted somewhere else and three or four months go by 
with no leadership and somebody is acting up.”150 Andrea Albutt noted that if a governor 
stays at a prison for five years, that prison is generally more stable. She emphasised that 
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high turnover has always been a problem, but that the current state of the prison system 
compounds the issue.151 She agreed that tenure and the ability of a governor to stay in one 
prison long enough to make a difference should be higher up in the Ministry’s thinking.152

Figure 3: Number of governors by completed years
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or those covering Governing Governor roles.

83. We believe that prisons require stability to make improvements and this starts 
with stable leadership. Turnover of governors is too high, and they do not have enough 
time to embed long-term change before leaving or moving elsewhere within the Prison 
Service. In order to reduce turnover and stability we recommend HMPPS should work 
on the principle that where possible governors remain at one prison for at least five 
years before being moved to other parts of the Service.

Incentives to help with retention

84. A number of witnesses emphasised the need for better incentive packages to encourage 
staff to stay in the Prison Service for longer. The Prison Reform Trust said that “For the 
toughest governing jobs, the Prison Service needs the flexibility to offer rewards, including 
generous help with living away from home if that is unavoidable, that relate to that role at 
that time, rather than a rigid grading structure which provides rewards in perpetuity.”153 
Andrea Albutt said there were no incentives for governors to stay. In particular, she raised 
the issue that governors are unable to earn extra money doing overtime, which can act as a 
disincentive when looking for promotion.154 Prison Governors also told us that individuals 
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often look for jobs in the police or security, where they believed there was a better working 
environment.155 One governor also raised concerns about the high number of individuals 
on temporary promotion, saying they felt HMPPS took for granted that people wanted 
promotion without offering sufficient incentives.

85. Both governors and prison officers must have sufficient incentives to stay in the 
Prison Service and this is an important part of reducing turnover. We recommend that 
the Ministry and HMPPS review incentive structures to see what more can be done to 
incentivise individuals to stay in the Service.

Prison Officers

86. Our inquiry has largely focused on governors and leadership within prisons, but 
a number of witness emphasised the increase in the number of prison officers with 
limited experience in recent years and many raised concerns that this was impeding the 
recruitment of talent to leadership positions within HMPPS. The Ministry told us that as 
at 31 December 2018 there had been a net gain of 4,767 prison officers since November 
2016.156 This followed a significant decline in the number of prison officers from 2010 and 
has meant that there is far less experience in the prison system than there used to be; the 
average length of service has decreased from 13.5 years in 2010 to 11 years in 2018.157 As 
at 31 March 2019, 47% of prison officers had less than 3 years’ experience, compared to 
16% as at 31 March 2016.158

87. Philip Wheatley, former Director General of the Prison Service, emphasised that it 
takes a number of years to equip operational staff with the knowledge and experience for 
them to progress to governor-level. He warned that promoting individuals prematurely 
risked operational failures that might both negatively impact on a prison’s performance 
and permanently damage the confidence of the person involved.159 The Ministry 
acknowledged the fact that HMPPS now has many new and inexperienced staff who 
require training. It also noted that the leaving rate for prison officers, 11.6% for the year 
to 31 March 2019, was higher than it wished.160 The then Secretary of State, rt hon David 
Gauke MP, wrote to us in July 2019, telling us about the HMPPS Retention Board, which 
has been set up to try to improve retention in specific local areas.161

88. A number of witness noted the Unlocked Graduate Scheme as a positive development. 
Unlocked Graduates is a graduate leadership development scheme, designed to recruit 
and develop talented graduates into outstanding prison officers over a two-year period. 
Participants work alongside and are mentored by existing officers, while also studying for 
a master’s degree.162

155 See Annex 1. Also Q55.
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Figure 4: Number of Band 3–5 prison officers between 2010 and 2019
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Source: HM Prison and Probation Service, HMPPS workforce statistics bulletin: March 2019 tables, May 2019, table 3

89. We welcome the overall increase in the number of prison officers, but are concerned 
by the high rate of attrition among officers and the effect this has on the experience in 
the Service. If HMPPS is unable to retain officers in the long term this will reduce the 
pipeline of talent for future governors. We note the work currently being undertaken 
by the Ministry but recommend that a formal strategy is required to improve retention 
of prison officers.

Representation of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic individuals in 
leadership positions

90. As at 31 March 2019, 7.3% of public sector Prison Service staff declared their ethnicity 
as being BAME, an increase from 6.4% 12 months previously.163 David Lammy, in his 
review on the outcomes of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) individuals in the 
criminal justice system, found that “the lack of diversity among prison officers, including 
prison leadership, helps perpetuate a culture of ‘us and them’ with BAME prisoners. It 
contributes to an atmosphere in which many rebel against prison regimes, rather than start 
on the road to a life without offending.”164 The Ministry has responded by committing to 
ensuring that BAME representation in HMPPS senior leadership is reflective of the wider 
population by 2030 and that by December 2020, 14% of all staff should be recruited from 
a BAME background.165

163 HM Prison and Probation Service, HMPPS workforce statistics bulletin: March 2019 tables, May 2019, table 5a
164 David Lammy, The Lammy Review: An independent review into the treatment of, and outcomes for, Black, Asian 

and Minority Ethnic individuals in the Criminal Justice System, September 2017, page 45
165 Ministry of Justice, Tackling Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice System: 2018 Update, October 2018
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91. A number of our stakeholders raised BAME representation among HMPPS senior 
leaders as a significant issue. The Prison Governors Association told us that “Diversity 
remains an issue at Governing Governor level where you can count on one hand the 
number of BAME leaders of prisons, with not one governing within the Long Term/
High Security Estate.”166 Frances Crook said this was a problem because prison staff and 
leaders do not reflect the prison population of which, as at 30 June 2019, 27% had a BAME 
background.167 Andrea Albutt emphasised that people from BAME backgrounds do not 
apply for the assessment process to enter junior governor grades and that work needed to 
be undertaken to understand why.168 The Ministry says that HMPPS have “held one-to-
one interviews and focus groups with senior leaders and BAME staff in prisons to gather 
their views on barriers to progression and how we can remove these.”169

92. We welcome the Ministry’s commitment to improving BAME representation 
in the Prison Service but, two years on from the Lammy Review, progress has been 
disappointingly slow. This must continue to be a priority for the Ministry, which has 
committed to publishing an update on its implementation of the recommendations in 
the Lammy Review by the end of 2019. We look forward to seeing this and recommend 
that the Ministry publishes diversity data by grade, as well as a more detailed analysis 
of the barriers to progression of BAME staff within HMPPS and an evaluation of the 
changes the Ministry has implemented since the publication of the Lammy Review to 
remove such barriers.

166 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)
167 Q40; Ministry of Justice, Prison Population: 30 June 2019, 25 July 2019, table 1.4.
168 Q41
169 Ministry of Justice, Tackling Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice System: 2018 Update, October 2018, page 21
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3 Commissioning services in prisons
93. The role of the governor has changed since 2016, particularly with regard to 
commissioning and governance arrangements across healthcare and education sectors. 
There is now an increasing need for cooperation and collaboration. Many prisons have 
multiple organisations providing different types of services across the healthcare and 
education sectors.

Healthcare in prisons

94. Since 2003, healthcare for prisons in England has sat within the remit of the 
Department of Health and Social Care and its delivery agencies, NHS England and Public 
Health England. NHS England is responsible for commissioning healthcare for people 
in prisons in England. HMPPS is responsible for providing a safe and decent custody 
environment, including aligning the delivery of health and non-health-related services 
within establishments. The National Prison Healthcare Board for England was established 
by the Ministry in 2013 and has responsibility for the oversight and ongoing management 
of the National Partnership Agreement and the delivery of the partnership’s shared 
objectives. More information on this can be found in box 9.

Box 9: National Partnership Agreement for healthcare in prisons

There are five signatories to the National Partnership Agreement, each with defined 
roles and responsibilities:

• Ministry of Justice: responsible for justice and prison reform policy, oversight 
and sponsorship of HMPPS;

• HMPPS: described as a Health Service Co-Commissioner and Prison Service 
provider–responsible for providing a safe and decent custody environment for 
staff and prisoners;

• Public Health England: responsible for providing evidence-based, scientific 
expertise, public health service provision, and surveillance;

• Department of Health and Social Care: responsible for Health Policy and 
commissioner for prison public health services; and

• NHS England: direct commissioner of healthcare for people in prisons.

Source: HM Government, National Partnership Agreement for Prison Healthcare in England 2018–2021, April 2018

The role of the governor in the provision of healthcare

95. The 2016 White Paper proposed that a joint approach to commissioning health 
services across England be introduced, where governors would take a joint responsibility 
at each stage of the commissioning cycle. This joint approach would involve governors 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/767832/6.4289_MoJ_National_health_partnership_A4-L_v10_web.pdf
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in co-designing service specifications, appointing health providers and a key role in 
performance and quality management of services.170 The National Partnership Agreement 
refers to HMPPS as “Healthcare Co-Commissioners”.171

96. A number of our witnesses disagreed with the description of HMPPS as co-
commissioner and challenged the extent to which governors are involved and have 
influence in commissioning. The Royal College of Psychiatrists felt that governors’ 
involvement in healthcare had become more limited over time and that the degree of 
involvement of governors in healthcare management “varies considerably from prison to 
prison.”172 Dr Ian Cumming, Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist, echoed this, saying that 
“the governor moving away from being more centrally involved has been a bit of a loss. 
Governors had more flexibility in the past to develop things.”173 Andrea Albutt said that 
it was “wholly untrue” to describe governors as core commissioners of health services, 
saying that they remained ‘influencers’.174 Digby Griffiths, Executive Director, Safety and 
Rehabilitation, HMPPS, also described governors as influencers.175

97. The National Partnership Agreement refers to HMPPS as co-commissioners, but 
governors expressed frustration that they felt they were held accountable for healthcare 
when it was not technically their responsibility. One governor estimated that they had only 
2% influence over which healthcare provider was commissioned in their prison.176 Others 
provided examples of where it was unclear which organisation was accountable; we heard 
of instances where there had been disputes between the prison and healthcare provider 
over who was responsible for providing constant supervision for prisoners with mental 
health needs. Digby Griffith explained that “Accountability for the quality of the healthcare 
resides with the provider and the commissioner of that healthcare. The accountability for 
the environment in which that healthcare is delivered is held by the governor.”177 He said 
that where disputes existed, they could be escalated up to the National Partnership Board; 
he emphasised they were trying to take a position of shared ownership.178

98. The need for partnership working and teamwork was emphasised by many as a key 
driver in successfully delivering healthcare in prisons. Dr Sarah Bromley, National Medical 
Director, Health in Justice, Care UK, described the governance structure for healthcare as 
a partnership arrangement, emphasising that “It is only when that partnership is working 
well that we can start to deliver. When the partnership does not work well, it starts to 
fall over.”179 Michelle Jarman-Howe, Executive Director, Public Sector Prisons South, 
HMPPS, said that “One of the core roles of the governor is to orchestrate a wide range 
of providers, partners and stakeholders who operate in prisons, which are very complex 
environments.”180 She emphasised that it was a governor’s responsibility to bring services 
together.

170 Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, November 2016, page 31.
171 Ministry of Justice, National Partnership Agreement for Prison Healthcare in England 2018–2021, April 2018, 

page 4.
172 Royal College of Psychiatrists (PPG0036)
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174 Q34. See also Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040).
175 Q209
176 See Annex 1.
177 Q211
178 Qq206–207. See also Q210.
179 Q189
180 Q217 [M Jarman-Howe]
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99. NHS England told us that they had produced a comprehensive paper in 2018 to 
help governors understand the commissioning process, enabling them to support the 
process from an informed point of view. The Ministry are responsible for circulating 
this, but NHS England said that “there has been no further information as to the status 
of this document or intentions to disseminate.”181 When asked what training, support 
and guidance HMPPS gives governors on the management of healthcare in their prison, 
Digby Griffith said “probably not enough”.182 It is clear that governors are not in reality 
“co-commissioners” of healthcare. For governors to play an effective and influential 
role in the provision of healthcare, they must work effectively in partnership with 
healthcare colleagues. There is a risk of inconsistency in the quality of provision across 
the estate, depending on the quality of those partnerships. We recommend that the 
Ministry work with NHS England to ensure that effective guidance and training is in 
place to support governors develop high-quality partnerships with healthcare providers 
and commissioners.

Healthcare and the wider regime

100. The need for strong partnership working is exemplified by the symbiotic relationship 
between healthcare and the wider prison regime. Digby Griffith emphasised that “one of 
the issues that will make healthcare very difficult to provide is a badly run prison where 
there are difficulties, where there are not enough staff and where there are drugs coming 
into the prison. The governor has a responsibility to tackle those issues, and to provide 
an enabling environment where good-quality healthcare can be provided.”183 Effective 
information-sharing was also emphasised by several witnesses as an important part of 
delivering good healthcare. Dr Bromley told us that she was not confident that governors 
had access to healthcare data that was shared between healthcare providers and NHS 
England.184 Digby Griffith said he expected “governors to ensure that information is being 
shared at proper strategic and tactical levels within the prison, and that there is a coming 
together of information about any individual prisoner.”185 In response to this Report, 
the Ministry and NHS England should set out the steps they are taking to improve 
information sharing between Prison Service staff, healthcare providers and health 
commissioners.

101. Dr Bromley also emphasised the problem of inexperienced staff and the impact 
this can have on patients reaching healthcare appointments. She said that staff working 
for Care UK saw about 50,000 patients a month, but a further three or four thousand 
appointments were made but not attended.186 Dr Bromley noted that “There was a loss 
of the healthcare officer role, as healthcare professionals took over healthcare in prisons. 
There was a good argument for that in some ways, but the loss was in having experienced 
prison officers who understood how healthcare operated and what the priorities and their 
roles were.”187 She called for improved training on responsibilities in relation to healthcare. 
Dr Cumming emphasised “that it may seem fundamentally wrong to have prison officers 
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doing the job of healthcare, but they certainly have a role to play.”188 The Health and Social 
Care Committee, in its report Prison Health, also expressed concern about the number 
of missed healthcare appointments.189 We agree that governors and prison officers play 
a vital in facilitating healthcare. We recommend that HMPPS reviews the training 
available to ensure that prison staff fully understand what their role is in relation to 
healthcare and how they can support its provision.

102. We are concerned about the impact that missed appointments might be having 
on prisoner health, but we are unclear of the impact because HMPPS does not publish 
performance data on missed appointments. This is something that was originally 
envisaged in the 2016 White Paper and we recommend that such a measure is included 
in the Prison Performance Tool. It should also set out the steps it is taking to reduce the 
number of missed appointments.

Drugs in prisons

103. The issue of drugs in prisons is a good example of where collaboration between 
HMPPS and health professionals is required to make progress on a key strategic issue. In 
the 12 months ending in March 2019, 10.4% of Random Mandatory Drug Tests (RMDTs) 
were positive, a decrease of 0.5 percentage points since the 12 months ending in March 
2015, but still the second highest annual rate since 2005–06 when 10.3% of tests were 
positive.190 Dr Bromley said that the influx of new psychoactive substances (NPS) into 
prisons had been a “game changer”, adding “One of our prisons had up to about 35 alarm 
calls last month, largely around NPS usage. Of course, if our nursing staff are resuscitating 
people or going to see people who are acutely under the influence of drugs, they are not 
able to deliver the routine clinics. That has a big knock-on effect.”191

104. The Ministry published its prisons drugs strategy in April 2019, more information on 
which can be found in Box 5. In July 2018, the Ministry announced a joint HMPPS, DHSC 
and NHS England £9 million Drug Recovery Prison pilot at HMP Holme House to tackle 
drugs in prison and help prisoners to build their recovery. NHS England told us that 
results yielded so far were largely positive, for example ambulance attendance has fallen 
from approximately 40 per week to zero since the introduction of an on-site paramedic. 
They noted that they had identified ongoing funding for the Drug Recovery Prison and 
for sustaining the programme through shared learning, but noted that the Ministry “are 
not currently able to commit to this pending the outcome of any future spending review.”192 
Now that the Spending Review has been announced, the Ministry should set out what 
funding will be available to the support the drug recovery pilot, as well as the sharing of 
good practice at other establishments.

188 Q177 [I Cumming]
189 Health and Social Care Committee, Twelfth Report of Session 2017–19, Prison Health, HC 963, 1 November 2018
190 Ministry of Justice, HMPPS Annual Digest 2018–19, 25 July 2019, page 22. These figures exclude new 

psychoactive substances. Including the rate of positive results for new psychoactive substances brings the 
total percentage of positive results from random drug tests to 17.7% in the 12 months ending in March 2019, a 
decrease of 3.6 percentage points on the 12 months ending in March 2018.
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105. The Chief Inspector of Prisons, Peter Clarke, noted that the Inspectorate was still 
finding prisons without a “coherent or comprehensive drug supply reduction strategy.”193 
The Ministry’s Drugs Strategy says that “all prisons will have implemented their own 
Drugs Strategy, tailored to their specific needs and challenges, by September 2019.”194 We 
are concerned to hear that the Inspectorate is continuing to find prisons without any 
proper drug strategy, which was a clear commitment in the Ministry’s own overarching 
strategy. The Ministry should set out the steps it is taking to ensure all prisons have 
a drugs strategy in place, as well as how it measures the quality and effectiveness of 
individual strategies.

106. A number of our witnesses emphasised the need for more body scanners across the 
estate to prevent the entry of drugs into prisons. The Prison Governors Association said 
that body scanners remain elusive across the estate;195 Sir Richard Heaton told us that of 
the 118 prisons in the estate, 25 have body scanners.196 The Secretary of State told us that 
in the closed estate “there is a clear crossover between the need to check at the gate and 
scan at the gate, staff as well as prisoners, sadly, in order to make prison a safer place. We 
are seeing some good results in the use of scanning equipment.”197 He said that there was 
evidence to suggest they were a worthwhile investment, noting that it was not a significant 
outlay compared to other technologies.198 Phil Copple, Director General for Prisons, said 
that a “number of millions in single figures would enable us to put them across all the 
category B local prison estate”. The Government announced in August 2019 that it was 
making £100 million investment in security in prisons, including putting x-ray scanners 
into prisons across the estate.199 We welcome the Government’s announcement that 
funding will be available to install x-ray scanners across the prison estate. Given the 
Secretary of State’s comments that such scanners will be more effective in some parts 
of the estate than others, we would welcome further information about how many and 
which types of prisons will have scanners installed in them, as well as when the Ministry 
expects these to be installed by.

Education in prisons

107. Responsibility for prison education in England transferred from the Department for 
Education to the Ministry in 2016. Since then there has been a series of significant pieces 
of work into prisoner education, beginning with Dame Sally Coates’ independent review 
into prison education, Unlocking Potential.200 This advocated a greater role for governors, 
including “new autonomy in the provision of education, and to be held to account for the 
educational progress of all prisoners in their jails.” The Ministry published its Education 
and Employment Strategy in 2018, which made the commitment that governors would 
be fully in charge of education. The Strategy said that governors would “commission the 
providers and manage its delivery.”201
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108. In April 2019, existing arrangements were replaced by two primary vehicles: The 
Prison Education Framework (PEF), covering core education provision, including 
provision of a core curriculum and the Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS), covering more 
niche and localised provisions. Our witnesses broadly welcomed the changes, although 
the Prisoner Learning Alliance noted that while the “new arrangements have the potential 
to deliver improvements, there are many areas where progress is too slow.”202

The Prison Education Framework

109. Under the PEF, prisons are grouped into lots of 17 geographical areas.203 All contracts 
are let centrally and managed locally by governors. All 17 lots have been awarded to four 
providers: the same four as under the previous system.204 The Ministry says that the 
Framework is designed to “enable governors to commission bespoke education in their 
own establishments quickly and with minimal bureaucracy.”205

110. Our witnesses told us about the extent to which governors would be able to influence 
the new education contracts. The Prisoner Learning Alliance said that “the new contracts, 
in theory, have built-in flexibility as if a governor finds that a service is not being delivered 
through the PEF, they will be able to take action easily, holding the provider to account and 
asking for an improvement plan. Ultimately, if the provider fails to take action to improve 
the service, they could lose 5% of their budget for the next quarter.”206 However, Serco 
noted that where its prisons were included in the PEF, it has limited ability to influence the 
provider.207 Francesca Cooney, Head of Policy at the Prisoners’ Education Trust, said that 
“It is a bit more complicated because the education contracts are run at lot level, which is 
between four and 10 prisons. A group of prisons is part of that contract, and it is a contract 
that is being monitored across the lot.”208

111. We discussed how education providers would in practice be held to account; Chris 
Emmett, Director of Strategy, Prison Education, Weston College, said that this was the 
role of both the governor and the contracts team in the Ministry.209 Francesca Cooney 
added that “It should be possible for a contract to be breached prison by prison, so it should 
be possible to penalise a provider because of their service provision in one prison rather 
than the rest of the prisons in that lot. All those decisions, even if they are initiated by a 
governor, will be signed off by MOJ contracts team.”210 One governor we met emphasised 
that the new system has resulted in collective autonomy, as prisons are grouped into lots 
under one contract.211 The Ministry says that the contracts will be managed through a 
hybrid contract management model, where the contracts are managed at prison and lot 
level with the support of a central team. The national contract management team manages 
the relationship with the provider at a national level.212

202 Prisoner Learning Alliance (PPG0024). See also Annex 1.
203 Prison Education Trust, New prison education contracts create challenges and opportunities, 20 January 2019 
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112. There was also a lack of clarity as to how governors would be held accountable for 
education in their prisons. Francesca Cooney said that there will be assessment data 
in core areas, such as maths, but in “terms of outcomes that are more connected to 
progression and more detailed achievement, we are waiting to see how that is going to 
be implemented.” She noted that governor responsibility for these areas was unclear, as 
accountability measures had not been finalised, but thought they might be implemented 
by the end of 2019.213 The Ministry says that it is currently developing an education 
performance measure.214 We are concerned to hear that the new arrangements for 
education provision have been launched without clarity about what governors are 
responsible for, nor clear measures to hold governors and service providers to account. 
The Ministry should set out the performance measures that will be used to hold service 
providers and governors to account. We also seek further detail about how prisoner 
progression is going to be measured.

113. A number of our witnesses raised concerns about the lack of training and support 
for governors to help them in their new role. Francesca Cooney said governors were not 
yet equipped to be responsible for education. She said “The training on managing the 
contracts happened far too close to the start of the contracts. There was a push to get 
the contracts into place without the infrastructure being there. The HMPPS team to 
support the process was also put in place too late, and its roles and responsibilities are 
still being developed and ironed out. The regional structures are still being finalised in 
terms of supporting prisons with the legal and technical support that they need to do the 
commissioning.”215 Chris Emmett added that the extent to which governors and heads of 
learning were versed in education varied.216 The Ministry says that significant support has 
been put in place for governors, including contract management support at both a local 
and national level.217

114. The Prisoner Learning Alliance told us that it had “recently carried out a survey of 
prison governors and senior managers in the run up to the new education contracts. We 
received 60 responses. Overall too few respondents (five) felt prepared enough for the 
start of the new education contracts on April 1st 2019. Only ten respondents felt their 
staff team had the skills and knowledge needed to manage the contracts and ten staff 
felt they were getting good support from their region or the centre.”218 We welcome the 
changes to education provision and believe they represent an opportunity to deliver 
positive change to support the rehabilitation of prisoners. However, we are concerned 
to hear that some governors do not feel they have the skills or support to manage the 
new education contracts and this represents a real risk to the long-term success of the 
new arrangements. We recommend that the Ministry urgently review the training and 
support available to governors and their teams and the extent to which this training has 
been received.
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Dynamic Purchasing System

115. The second part of the new education arrangements is the DPS. The DPS is designed 
to enable governors to commission bespoke education directly from suppliers registered 
to the system to meet specialised learning needs. This is in addition to the core service 
provided through the PEF. As at 19 July 2019, the total value of contracts awarded under 
the DPS is £7.65 million.219 Francesca Cooney said that the Prisoner Learning Alliance 
had received overwhelmingly negative feedback from governors, prison staff and service 
providers about the DPS.220

116. DPS contracts are awarded for only one year and several witnesses said that this was 
too short. The Prisoner Learning Alliance explained that this can act as a disincentive to 
both prison staff and service providers because of long lead-in times and security vetting, 
which can take a few months.221 The NPC said that one-year contracts leave charities 
that provide services vulnerable and can undermine quality of service.222 There is clear 
evidence to suggest that small providers need longer-term contracts to offer them 
security. The Ministry should review the arrangements for awarding contracts under 
the DPS to enable contracts of longer than one year to be offered.

117. Witnesses also emphasised the complexity of submitting and reviewing bids under 
the system, as well as the length of time it takes for both prison staff and service providers 
to review and submit bids. Clinks said that the system is too complex and requires too 
much resource to be valuable to small organisations, when contracts are worth relatively 
small amounts of money.223 Francesca Cooney told us that prison staff wanted more 
training, noting that “It takes far too much time for them to be able to get on to the 
system and process the information. They are getting conflicting advice from different 
specialists about how they can use the tenders, and what they are allowed to tender for.”224 
The Ministry says that it held training and information events leading up to and since the 
launch of the DPS, as well as hands on training for staff using it.225

118. As part of its proposed reforms to the probation system, the Ministry has proposed a 
dynamic framework for resettlement and rehabilitative interventions so that it can access 
the full range of specialist services and interventions available. It cited the DPS for prison 
education as an example of a similar system.226

119. The DPS was intended by the Ministry to give prisons access to suppliers that are 
able to meet the bespoke educational needs of their establishment and offers a flexible 
route to services that add real value. However, we are concerned that the roll-out of 
the system has had the opposite effect, acting as a disincentive to governors to tender 
for services and to service providers to apply for them. The Ministry should urgently 
review how it can make the DPS more accessible and less time consuming for service 
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providers and prison staff. We note that a similar system is being considered for the 
probation system; the Ministry should ensure it undertakes a full evaluation of the roll 
out of the DPS before it introduces a similar initiative as part of its probation reforms.

Education within the prison setting

120. Witnesses emphasised to us the importance of education being properly integrated 
into the rest of the prison regime. Paul Cottrell, Acting General Secretary, University 
and College Union, told us that “The prison regime always comes first and controls the 
education. The need to integrate education provision with the regime is the really big 
challenge that we have never got right, and I think it is probably getting worse, rather than 
better.”227

121. Chris Emmett emphasised the need for a whole prison culture to develop.228 She 
noted the important role that prison staff play in supporting prisoners access to 
education, explaining that “If a wing officer does not understand why it is important for 
a prisoner to do English and maths, or learn to do brickwork, he goes to the cell and 
goes, “Education? No, not this morning,” and just shuts the door again. Everyone has a 
part to play, and if it is valued, it helps to get the prisoners there.”229 Paul Cottrell agreed, 
saying that “If prisoners are engaged in purposeful and satisfying activity, their social and 
communication skills improve. Their self-respect improves, and that will affect the whole 
culture of the institution and behaviour in the institution more broadly. It is actually in 
the interests of prison officers to understand and support education. That needs to be built 
into their training, just as it does into the governor’s training.”230 He expressed concern 
that the success of the new arrangements would depend on governors’ interest in and 
commitment to education.231 Chris Emmet emphasised that it was easier for governors to 
focus on education if areas, such as safety and decency in the prison, were stable.232

122. Education in prisons is an important part of the regime and the Ministry needs 
to ensure that it retains a focus on this, and other purposeful activity, as well as safety 
and decency in prisons. We recommend the Ministry reviews the training available to 
prison officers and governors to ensure they are best able to support prisoner’s access to 
education.

Healthcare and education in Welsh prisons

123. HMPPS in Wales works in partnership with the Welsh Government to deliver 
offender management services. While the UK Government has responsibility for prisons 
in England and Wales, the Welsh Government has responsibility for devolved matters 
that intersect with criminal justice, such as prison healthcare and education.233 The Welsh 
Government is responsible for the overall delivery of health services in public sector 
prisons in Wales. Healthcare is provided by NHS Wales and delivered by Local Health 
Boards, who are responsible for commissioning mainstream healthcare services.234 In 
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their report, Prison provision in Wales, the Welsh Affairs Committee raised concerns that 
difficulties in the coordination between HMPPS and NHS Wales meant that healthcare 
needs were not being addressed.235

124. In 2009, the UK Government transferred further powers and functions to the Welsh 
Government in the area of prison education. As a devolved matter, it requires cooperation 
between UK and Welsh Governments, but in his review, Reforming Outcomes: A Review 
of Offender Education in Wales, rt hon David Hanson MP, a member of this Committee, 
concluded that “the Welsh Government has a tremendous amount of power in bringing 
people together and they should utilise it more to reduce barriers between prisons, 
individuals and organisations.”236 The review made 22 recommendations. The Welsh 
Government responded on 21 March 2019 and have produced a full response. They are 
currently implementing the recommendations.
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4 The role of HMPPS and the Ministry of 
Justice

The relationship between HMPPS and the Ministry

125. In April 2017, HMPPS replaced the National Offender Management Service (NOMS), 
with the intention of creating an operationally focused organisation with prisons policy 
set by the Ministry. The then Secretary of State, rt hon Liz Truss MP, noted that “HM 
Prison and Probation Service will have full responsibility for all operations across prison 
and probation. The Ministry of Justice will take charge of commissioning services, future 
policy development and be accountable for setting standards and scrutinising prison and 
probation performance.”237

126. This reflected one of the key features of the 2016 White Paper, which set out a change in 
the relationship between the Ministry and the Prison Service. The White Paper envisaged 
a system where:238

• the Secretary of State reviews the overall performance of prisons and makes 
decisions on priorities and resources based on this;

• a funding formula allocates resources to prisons based on their function;

• each prison negotiates an appropriate performance agreement; and

• mandatory basic requirements are set in order to ensure prisons are secure, safe 
and decent and run in accordance with the law.

Effectively, these reforms entailed a direct relationship between the Ministry and 
governors, with Ministry commissioners setting detailed performance expectations for 
individual prisons and prison groups. The reforms were due to be codified as part of the 
2017 Prisons and Courts Bill, but this fell before the 2017 general election.

127. In June 2018, the then Prisons Minister, rt hon Rory Stewart MP, wrote to us setting 
out a further change in the relationship between the Ministry and HMPPS. He concluded 
that the “level of involvement in the detail of individual prisons’ performance sits better 
with HMPPS through its internal line management chain. Ministers and the MoJ can 
better drive overall performance of HMPPS against key, national-level metrics. This 
means that the commissioning relationship described in the White Paper will be amended 
and we will move to a new performance model that increases the direct accountability of 
HMPPS to Ministers”.239 The new model means that high-level strategic priorities are set 
by ministers and HMPPS is responsible for prison performance.

128. Sir Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary of the Ministry, wrote to us in November 
2018, setting out further changes to the management of the prisons system. He created 
two Director General roles, one for prisons and one for probation, to support the Chief 
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Executive of HMPPS. He also announced that some policy functions would revert to 
HMPPS, having previously been centralised into the Ministry following the abolition of 
NOMS.240

129. Dr Harry Annison, Associate Professor in Criminal Law and Criminology at 
Southampton Law School, described the continual change in governance structures as 
pendulous swings between two approaches: the fusion or separation of policy making 
and operations. He argued that a common theme in relation to a range of recent policy 
initiatives pursued by the Ministry has been the disconnect between policy development 
and operational knowledge, explaining that “It is essential that professional expertise and 
practical/operational knowledge is recognised as a crucial form of evidence that should 
inform policy development; and that practitioners are empowered to engage on policy 
development, to be heard, and in particular to debate the starting assumptions that often 
tend to determine final policy outcomes.”241

130. A number of our witnesses expressed continuing confusion at the split in 
responsibilities between the Ministry and HMPPS.242 The Prisoner Learning Alliance 
identified significant overlap between what civil servants in the Ministry and HMPPS are 
doing, with different policy teams working on the same areas without this being clearly 
coordinated.243 The Prison Governors Association welcomed the return of operational 
policy to HMPPS but expressed concern that there remained a lack of clarity as to what 
responsibility sits with the Ministry and HMPPS respectively.244

The role of the Prisons Minister

131. Since 2010 there have been seven prison ministers, and different ministers have 
interpreted how to fulfil their role effectively in different ways; this has had implications 
for the overarching governance structure for the prison system.245 When giving evidence 
to the Committee on HMP Liverpool, rt hon Rory Stewart MP set out how he saw his role, 
saying that “One of the problems has been that we have set up an indirect model where 
the Ministry commissions and an agency delivers. For better or for worse, I do not know 
whether this is true in this Department, Ministers sometimes feel it is not their job to get 
into operational details. They set the grand strategic policy. I disagree. I think this is an 
operational job and I have responsibility to make sure prisons are clean. In order to do 
that, I need to get into the prisons and I need to ask difficult questions about the reports.”246 
Rt hon Robert Buckland QC MP, the now Secretary of State for Justice, told us when he was 
the Prisons Minister that “I am not here to run every prison operationally, but I am here, I 
hope, to set a clear steer to the civil servants about what I expect to be done.”247 The Prison 
Reform Trust emphasised the need for continuity in leadership, saying that operational 
reform “cannot be delivered by the minister but only by suitably devolved authority to an 
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expert and dedicated professional head. Agency status, as originally conceived, sought to 
enshrine this basic division of responsibilities. It is manifestly not being interpreted in 
that way at present.”248

132. Accountability starts at the top of any governance structure and there needs to be 
absolute clarity as to the respective responsibilities of the Ministry, and by extension 
the Minister, and HMPPS. The Prison Service needs a period of stability to deal with 
the many challenges it faces and constantly changing who is responsible for what, with 
ever more complicated arrangements, is not helpful in this endeavour. We recommend 
that the Ministry clarifies the split in responsibilities between itself and HMPPS, 
particularly in relation to functions delivered by policy teams.

The 10 prisons project

133. In August 2018, rt hon Rory Stewart MP announced a £10 million investment in the 
‘10 prisons project’, which piloted new approaches to standards of security in 10 of the 
most challenging prisons in England and Wales.249 The Minister pledged to resign in a 
year if violence and drug misuse had not improved in those establishments.250 The Prison 
Reform Trust described the initiative as novel because of the close personal involvement 
of a minister in the operational management of those prisons.251 When we met governors, 
all agreed that the investment was welcome, but a number raised concern that the project 
had resulted in resources being diverted from other prisons in need.252

134. The results of the project were announced in August 2019. The rate of assaults per 
1,000 prisoners in the prisons dropped by 16%, compared to a national decrease over 
the same period of 8%. However, in three of the 10 prisons the rate of assaults per 1,000 
prisoners increased.253 Phil Copple reflected that there were some lessons to be learned 
from the project. He said: “We probably, in some respects, threw too much at some of those 
prisons early on, so they were getting lots of people coming in, but in a way that was not 
sufficiently sequenced or co-ordinated.”254 The Secretary of State said the next steps, post 
evaluation of the project was “to focus on eight to 10 prisons that we think are most at risk, 
and do some intensive work with them over a fixed period with a control-room mentality, 
and to roll that out. Rather than having it as a one-off, we want to do it progressively over 
a number of years. I have 118 prisons in the closed estate to worry about. The 10 prisons 
project was an admirable way of focusing attention and getting some quick learning, but 
I want to achieve more in the wider estate over the next few years.”255

135. We welcome the broadly positive results of the 10 prisons project. However, there 
were many aspects to the project, such as additional investment in leadership. The 
limited evaluation that was published provided no quantitative or qualitative analysis 
of the specific initiatives undertaken. The point of the project was to identify what 
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works in terms of improving safety and decency in prisons, but it remains unclear 
exactly which parts of the project will now be rolled out across the rest of the estate 
and what funding is available to do this. Now that the results of the 10 prisons project 
have been published, we recommend that the Ministry publishes further analysis of the 
relative success of the various initiatives undertaken, as well as providing details as 
to what is now being rolled out to other prisons in the estate and what funding will be 
available to do this.

Oversight arrangements within HMPPS

136. A new delivery structure for HMPPS was introduced in April 2018 with Prison Groups 
and Prison Group Directors (PGDs), each of whom is responsible for the operational 
delivery and strategic development of around four to seven prisons and line management 
of prison governors.256 Previously, governors had been managed in much larger groups. 
In relation to our inquiry into events at HMP Liverpool, the former Chief Executive of 
HMPPS said that he accepted the previous level of oversight was not sufficient and this was 
one of the reasons for introducing smaller groups of prisons, to give PGDs “more resource 
to be able both to support governors and to ensure compliance across the requirements.”257

137. The Prisoner Learning Alliance welcomed the move, suggesting it should mean that 
governors receive more support in their region and that equally PGDs would have a clearer 
idea of what was happening in their groups of prisons.258 However, the Prison Reform 
Trust was more critical, noting that “a Governor now has a chain of command above 
them containing at least four more senior levels in HMPPS, all wishing to be “assured”.259 
Andrea Albutt was also critical of the current regime, saying that:

At a practical level, prison governors feel that they are under more scrutiny 
than ever. Prisons have been in a bad place for a long time, so the answer 
is, “Let’s scrutinise and assure more,” which is absolutely what they do. 
We have built a big factory of assurance above prisons, but in prisons they 
feel they are spending more time assuring than actually governing. It has 
become a real monster to feed. That is what governors report to us. The fact 
is that they are giving assurance. In many of our prisons, they are giving 
assurance that they are not able to deliver, but there is no resource to make 
things better.260

138. Governors we met broadly welcomed the new group structure, where small groups of 
Governors are now managed by a regional Director. However, a number felt that the new 
arrangements brought additional support, but greater scrutiny. Several spoke of being 
required to constantly “feed the beast” of people above them in the chain of command 
wanting assurance. One said that although they had support from their PGD, they were 
under pressure due to the high level of scrutiny and demands for assurance on lengthy lists 
of hundreds of action points. Another commented that they were sometimes frustrated 
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that they had to spend a lot of time explaining what they were doing rather than being 
able to get on with it. Jo Farrar accepted that “we have been told by governors that there is 
a lot of assurance.”261

139. It is vital that HMPPS has an oversight structure in place that enables it to identify 
where problems exist and support governors. We welcome the introduction of the 
Prison Group Structure. However, any oversight structure must be proportionate and 
focused on outcomes. We recommend HMPPS commissions a review to look at how its 
oversight structures can be streamlined to reduce the burden on governors and their 
teams, for example by condensing the number of requests for assurance.

Performance monitoring

140. Public sector prisons are subject to a Performance and Assurance Framework 
designed to provide a process for the identification, management and improvement 
of underperforming prisons and prisons that are performing well. The Performance 
Management Framework for prisons looks at data against a range of measures being 
collected and monitored each month. Establishments are then assigned a place on a four-
point scale, with level one for prisons of serious concern and level four for exceptional 
establishments.262

141. The 2016 White Paper included a range of performance measures, many which have not 
been implemented. Appendix 1 sets out the current performance measures used by HMPPS 
in comparison to what was in the White Paper. We have previously called for a review of 
performance measurement statistics to properly monitor the amount of time prisoners 
spend outside their cells, as well as access to purposeful activity, such as education.263 The 
Ministry says it “already [has] plans to update our performance framework from 2020/21 
to include offender Time Out of Cell and time spent on Purposeful Activity. This will 
also include the time offenders spend doing paid work on Release on Temporary Licence 
(ROTL); and the time spent in education to assess attainment in English and Maths.”264 
The Secretary of State noted that he did not yet have information about time out of cell.265 
Jo Farrar emphasised that purposeful activity is “something we need to know about.”266

142. We had an interesting discussion with our witnesses about whether the amount of 
monitoring that HMPPS undertakes is appropriate. The Secretary of State told us that he 
did “not want to… swamp the service with requests for information that is a substitute 
for action.”267 Andrea Albutt felt that the performance measures in place were the right 
ones, but emphasised that prisons were not sufficiently resourced to achieve the targets 
set, saying that “if we were resourced to deliver all those things, we would have really good 
outcomes for prisoners. You can put in more scrutiny, more targets and more specific 
targets, but the outcomes will still not be achieved if you are not resourced.”268 Jo Farrar 
noted that she had started to review what performance measures were used: “We are 
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looking at how we develop measures in a balanced and proportionate way, and how we 
do the right assurance but less of it, so that we can put more money into improvement.”269 
Phil Copple explained that to effectively measure performance in areas such as purposeful 
activity, a technological solution was required.270

143. We recognise the need for any performance management framework or data 
collection to be proportionate, but we remain concerned about the lack of data 
available beyond prison safety and security. We welcome the Ministry’s commitment 
to introduce measures for time out of cell and purposeful activity in 2020–21. However, 
three years on from the White Paper, we call for a wider discussion about how prison 
performance is monitored and what data is collected. We note that the Chief Executive 
has started to review what the right performance measures are and how prisons should 
be held to account. We recommend that this review engages with the widest possible 
group of stakeholders and considers what technological solutions are available to make 
data collection as accurate and resource-efficient as possible.

The need for a whole prison approach

144. The White Paper proposed performance measures in relation to both health and 
education in prisons, including the number of medical appointments cancelled due to non-
availability of prisoners and measures that assess a prisoner’s progress against milestones 
in their individual learning plan. However, as demonstrated in Appendix 1, there are no 
specific health and education measures in the current prison performance framework. 
The Prison Reform Trust said that there should be a suite of performance measures that 
require collaboration with partners, from health and education through to resettlement.271

145. There is very little data related to health and education in prisons in the public 
domain. The performance of healthcare providers in prisons is measured using health and 
justice indicators of performance (HJIPs), however these are not published. NHS England, 
who are responsible for the HJIPs, told us that to enable data to be published there are a 
number of steps that need to be undertaken to ensure the quality and integrity of the data. 
It is currently working on defining data standards for prisons.272 This means there is no 
clear, public information on key information about the health of the prison population, 
which can often affect the performance of prisons. Digby Griffith, Executive Director for 
Safety and Rehabilitation, said that HMPPS is looking to “pull from those health and 
justice indicators owned by others and pool them with some of our own indicators to 
create a package—a suite of measures that we can use across the five agencies [involved 
in healthcare in prisons].”273 He anticipated that this would be in place by the end of the 
financial year.274

146. More progress has been made in relation to education in prisons, where the 
introduction of the Prison Education Framework should improve the data available and 
enable a core set of performance measures to be used by all prisons. Francesca Cooney, 
Head of Policy at the Prisoners’ Education Trust, said that “The assessment data will be a 
core set of data. You will be able to see who is being assessed in maths, in education, and 
269 Q407 [J Farrar]
270 Q407 [P Copple]
271 Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003)
272 NHS England (PPG0045)
273 Q225
274 Q233
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progress there. You will be able to see screening for learning difficulties and disability. 
There is basic data that will be assessed across all prisons.”275 However, she noted that “In 
terms of outcomes that are more connected to progression and more detailed achievement, 
we are waiting to see how that is going to be implemented.”276

147. HMPPS collects detailed data on safety in prisons and other aspects of prison life. 
As a result, many of the measures in the Prison Performance Framework are safety 
related. However, well performing prisons are not just those that are safe, but also 
offer a decent environment and rehabilitate the prisoners in their care. We welcome 
the steps being taken to improve data collection on health and education, but HMPPS 
needs to work with its partners to produce a suite of prison performance measures 
that cover all parts of the prison regime to give an overview of the performance of 
individual prisons as a whole. We recommend that HMPPS works with its partners, 
including NHS England, to produce a performance framework that covers all aspects 
of prison life, including health and education. This should be reflected in the annual 
prison performance ratings.

Performance Management

148. According to the 2018–19 Prison Performance Ratings, 37% of prisons were rated by 
HMPPS as having either performance or serious performance concerns. The equivalent 
figure for 2017–18 is 46%.277 Prisons of concern are either managed within their prison 
group through Performance Improvement Plans (PIPs) or will be put in special measures. 
If HM Inspectorate of Prisons has significant concerns about the performance of a prison, 
the Chief Inspector can invoke the urgent notification protocol.

275 Q269
276 Q269
277 Ministry of Justice, Annual Prison Performance Ratings 2018/19, 25 July 2019; Ministry of Justice, Annual Prison 

Performance Ratings 2017/18, 26 July 2018.
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Figure 5: Annual Prison Performance Ratings 2011–12 to 2018–19
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Figure 1: Summary of Annual Prison Performance Ratings for 2018/19 (Source: Table 3) 
 

Prison Ratings 2018/19 Number of 
prisons 

Percentage of 
prisons2 

4: Performance is exceptional 15 13% 
3: Performance is acceptable 59 50% 
2: Performance is of concern 28 24% 

1: Performance is of serious concern 16 14% 

 

Figure 2: Annual Prison Performance Ratings 2011/12 to 2018/19 (Source: Table 4) 

 
 

In 2018/19, more prisons were rated as having acceptable or exceptional performance than in 
2016/17 or 2017/183, and there were fewer prisons where performance was rated as of concern or 
of serious concern. However, there were more prisons where performance was rated as of serious 
concern in 2018/19 than in the previous seven years. 

As the PPT is the result of a revised performance framework, direct comparisons cannot be made to 
performance ratings from 2017/18 derived through the Custodial Performance Tool (CPT), or to 
performance ratings before 2017/18 derived through the Prison Ratings System (PRS). 

                                                 
2 Figures may not sum to 100% due to rounding. 
3 Between 2011/12 and 2017/18, a rating of 3 was defined as ‘meeting the majority of targets’. From 2018/19, 
a rating of 3 is defined as ‘acceptable performance’. 
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Source: Ministry of Justice, Annual Prison Performance Ratings 2018/19, 25 July 2019. As the Prison Performance Tool is 
the result of a revised performance framework, direct comparisons cannot be made to performance ratings from 2017/18 
derived through the Custodial Performance Tool (CPT), or to performance ratings before 2017/18 derived through the Prison 
Ratings System (PRS).

Special measures

149. A number of our witnesses were concerned about the effectiveness of the special 
measures used by HMPPS to support poorly performing prisons. As at 1 May 2019, there 
were 16 prisons in special measures, 14% of the total prison estate.278 Andrea Albutt gave 
the example of HMP Bristol, where the Chief Inspector invoked the urgent notification 
in June 2019; the prison had been in special measures for the two years before that.279 
HM Inspectorate of Prisons raised similar concerns in relation to HMP Lewes, saying 
that although no urgent notification was issued, its inspection called into question the 
effectiveness of special measures. It explained that “Despite the prison having been in 
special measures for two years, scores had declined in three of our four healthy prison 
assessments, and failed to improve in the fourth (safety).”280 Peter Clarke wrote to us in July 
2019, noting that the Inspectorate had inspected eight prisons where special measures had 
been in place for longer than six months. Of these eight, he stated that “scores improved 
at three sites, remained the same at two sites and declined at three sites”.281 He also called 
for absolute clarity as to who was responsible for making improvements, something which 
he felt was currently missing.282

278 PQ 2493 6 [Prisons: standards], 30 April 2019. The prisons in special measures were Aylesbury, Bedford, 
Birmingham, Bristol, Chelmsford, Elmley, Exeter, Guys Marsh, Hewell, Lewes, Liverpool, Nottingham, The Mount, 
Wandsworth, Winchester, and Wormwood Scrubs.

279 Q27
280 HM Inspectorate of Prisons (PPG0017)
281 Letter from Peter Clarke, Chief Inspector of Prisons to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, HM Chief Inspector of 

Prisons report on HMP Lewes, 12 July 2019
282 Q331
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Box 10: HMP Bristol

HMP Bristol has declined over four inspections since 2013, with safety assessed as 
poor, the lowest grading, in 2017 and 2019. In April 2017, HMP Bristol was place in 
‘special measures’ by HMPPS. Despite it being in special measures, the Chief Inspector 
of Prisons invoked the Urgent Notification protocol for the prison in June 2019, citing 
among others the following reasons:

• recorded violence, much of it serious, had increased since the last inspection 
and was much higher than the average for local prisons.

• social care arrangements were still completely inadequate, leaving several 
prisoners we observed with unmet care needs.

• there remained a substantial backlog of maintenance work, infestations of 
cockroaches were common, and many cells lacked sufficient basic furniture. A 
bulk order of new furniture had been placed in January 2019 but had still not 
arrived.

Source: Letter from Peter Clarke CVO OBE QPM, HM Chief Inspector of Prisons, HM Inspectorate of Prisons to The Rt Hon 
David Gauke MP, Justice Secretary, Ministry of Justice, Urgent Notification: HM Prisons Bristol, 11 June 2019

150. A lack of resource to support the number of prisons in special measures was cited 
as one of factors inhibiting their effectiveness.283 Phil Copple noted that “There is an 
element in the scale of the operational challenges that has meant that we have not been 
able to do as much for every single place in special measures as we would like to, because 
there were more than a dozen of them at one point in time.”284 He said that in the case 
of HMP Bristol, resource had been prioritised but it was not enough to stop the prison 
having a poor inspection.285 He also emphasised the need for intensive support that works 
alongside local management for a period of time.

151. The Secretary of State accepted that there needed to be improvement to the special 
measures mechanism and HMPPS is currently undertaking a review of special measures 
arrangements.286 We welcome the review of special measures being undertaken by the 
Ministry. There is little point in identifying prisons as requiring additional support, if 
the resulting action does not result in improved performance. There must be sufficient 
resource available to support prisons that are struggling effectively. We recommend 
that the Ministry publishes the results of the review undertaken by HMPPS and sets out 
the steps it will take to improve the support available to poorly performing prisons.

Sharing good practice

152. We considered the extent to which current governance structures within HMPPS 
facilitate the sharing of good practice between different prisons across the estate. Andrea 
Albutt said that there was no formal strategy for sharing good practice within HMPPS, 
but hoped that the prison group structure would be able facilitate this.287 The Butler Trust, 

283 See for example Mr Philip Wheatley (PPG0009) and Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040).
284 Q433
285 Q434
286 Q398; Letter from David Gauke, Secretary of State for Justice to Peter Clarke, Chief Inspector of Prisons, Urgent 

notification- HMP Bristol, 11 July 2019
287 Qq31–32. See also Prisoner Learning Alliance (PPG0024).
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an organisation which facilitates the sharing of good practice in the prison and probation 
sector, suggested it may be helpful if prison group directors were able to provide regular 
reports of good practice within their groups that could then be collated and disseminated 
across the rest of the estate.288

153. Frances Crook, Chief Executive of the Howard League, suggested there needed to 
be a level of ethical oversight and scrutiny within the prison system. She thought the role 
of the College of Policing in the police might be a useful example.289 The College sets 
standards in professional development for all police forces and also commissions research 
into best practice. However, Philip Wheatley cautioned that “Currently there is sound 
operational knowledge of what good practice is, but a shortage of experienced front line 
staff, managers and up to date equipment to allow it to be successfully implemented in all 
the prisons that could benefit from it.”290

154. The Secretary of State told us that one of his greatest frustrations is the fact that there 
is an inability to share good practice across the system, saying that “What might be good 
in one establishment is not necessarily understood across the service. There is a real sense 
now that that has to change, and is changing, and there is a sense of common purpose 
that we can do better.”291 The sharing of good practice is an important function of any 
governance structure and we agree with the Secretary of State that this is something 
that needs to improve. We often hear about some of the great work that goes on in 
individual prisons and would like to see this captured more effectively by HMPPS, so 
that it can be shared with the rest of the estate where appropriate. We recommend that 
HMPPS develops a formal strategy for the sharing of good practice across the Prison 
Service and provides an update on the steps being taken to facilitate this.

Oversight of private prisons

155. Thirteen prisons in England and Wales are managed by private sector companies. Three 
different companies operate these prisons: G4S, Serco and Sodexo. HMP Birmingham, 
run under contract by G4S, was brought back under public sector management in July 
2019. More information on HMP Birmingham can be found in box 11. The combined 
operational capacity of privately managed prisons in England and Wales is around 16,000.292

288 The Butler Trust (PPG0041)
289 Q19
290 Mr Philip Wheatley (PPG0009)
291 Q398
292 HoC Library, The Prison Estate, Number 05646, 12 December 2018
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Box 11: HMP Birmingham

HMP Birmingham is a Victorian prison and was the first publicly built, owned and 
operated prisons to be transferred to the private sector. The prison was operated by G4S 
from 2011 before being returned fully to public sector management in July 2019.

In August 2018, HMIP conducted an unannounced reinspection of HMP Birmingham 
and identified a dramatic deterioration in its condition. The Inspectorate initiated the 
Urgent Notification protocol on 16 August describing a “near total failure to address … 
previous recommendations” and “an abject failure of contract management and delivery.” 
Subsequently, on 20 August, the Secretary of State for Justice used his contractual ‘Step-
In’ rights, removing the Prison from G4S’s control and placing it under the leadership 
of a governor from HMPPS.

Source: HM Chief Inspector of Prisons, Urgent Notification: HM Prison Birmingham, August 2018; Letter from Comptroller 
and Auditor General to the Chair of the Justice Committee, HMP Birmingham, 7 December 2018.

Contract management regime

156. Contracts between private prison providers and the Ministry are extremely complex. 
When the former Comptroller and Auditor General wrote to us in relation to HMP 
Birmingham, he noted that the contract for that prison was “an extensive and complex 
suite of documents comprising the main contract and some 30 detailed schedules, many 
with their own constituent parts and appendices.”293 Neil Richards, Director of Custodial 
Contracts, HMPPS, emphasised that in the past year HMPPS had “put in place completely 
new governance processes, and completely new assurance and performance management 
processes. We have piloted the strategic relationship management model, which we are 
about to roll out. We have invested £1.5 million in assurance and performance oversight.”294

157. The role of the controller was identified as being particularly important in the contract 
management process. The controller is the Ministry’s on-site representative at each private 
prison and effectively monitors performance on the ground. Neil Richards said he had 
focussed on making it a dynamic role and a central part of the business. However, he 
accepted it had previously been seen as a role for people who wanted a break from a more 
demanding job in a public sector prison.295 Serco proposed to withdraw the controller role 
from individual prisons and replace it with smaller, regional peripatetic controller teams 
that visit all establishments.296 Sodexo said it felt that in general the controller role was 
effective, but emphasised the “sheer weight of compliance and assurance reporting” for 
private prisons.297

158. However, several witnesses were concerned by the lack of flexibility within 
contracts and the contract management process. Transition to Adulthood said that “It 
is extremely difficult and expensive to change contracts for Prison Services and there is 
an understandable reluctance to do this. However, the mechanisms for responding to 

293 Letter from Comptroller and Auditor General to the Chair of the Justice Committee, HMP Birmingham, 7 
December 2018

294 Q102
295 Q92
296 Serco plc (PPG0019)
297 Sodexo (PPG0021). See also G4S Care and Justice Services (PPG0022).
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difficulties in private prisons need to be more dynamic, and there needs to be a process 
that can happen outside of the contract. This would ensure that the provider could be held 
to account effectively and quickly without the contract needing to be varied.”298

159. We considered the provision of healthcare in five private prisons where healthcare 
is commissioned directly by HMPPS rather than NHS England, as with the rest of the 
estate. Neil Richards explained that when responsibility for healthcare transferred to NHS 
England it proved difficult to remove healthcare from some of the private prison contracts 
and therefore for those prisons it continued to be commissioned directly by HMPPS. He 
accepted the position was not ideal and noted there was discussions ongoing about how 
to rectify the position.299

160. NHS England confirmed that the healthcare specifications in relation to those prisons 
are not the same as the specifications used by NHS England commissioners. It told us 
that it was in discussions about taking over commissioning responsibility in contracted 
prisons from HMPPS, although there is no agreed timetable.300 Governors we met as part 
of this inquiry also raised concerns that current arrangements meant that prisoners were 
receiving worse standards of healthcare.301

161. It is unacceptable that healthcare in some private prisons is commissioned to a 
different specification than the rest of the estate and we are concerned that prisoners 
in some prisons may receive worse standards of healthcare as a result of this situation. 
It is important that contracts are flexible enough to adapt to changing circumstances 
and this issue should have been dealt with long ago. We recommend that the Ministry 
sets out a timetable for rectifying this problem. It should also provide information about 
how HMPPS ensures that there is equivalence between the commissioning specifications 
it uses and those of NHS England.

Performance measurement for private prisons

162. The performance of private prisons is measured through the Prison Performance 
Framework in the same way as public sector prisons, however in addition to this, each 
contract has contract delivery indicators (CDIs) built into it with financial incentives. 
Therefore, if a private prison operator does not meet its target for a CDI, it may incur 
a financial penalty; Neil Richards estimated that total financial penalties for all private 
prison operators is about £1 million per year.302

163. A number of witnesses suggested that CDIs differ between contracts, because 
of the age of the contract. The range of CDIs used can be seen in figure 6. Wyn Jones, 
Custodial Operations Director, Serco, said that some CDIs in older contracts used lots of 
input measures, some of which were not fit for purpose. He noted that the Ministry was 
undertaking work to look at what CDIs in future contracts might look like.303

298 Transition to Adulthood Alliance (Barrow Cadbury Trust) (PPG0020). See also Prisoner Learning Alliance 
(PPG0024).
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302 Q100
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Figure 6: Contract delivery indicators in private prison contracts

Number of CDIs by Prison
Prison Total CDIs
Dovegate 57
Thameside 37
Altcourse 26
Bronzefield 22
Forest Bank 20
Lowdham Grange 17
Ashfield 15
Peterborough 13
Northumberland 11
Oakwood 11
Rye Hill 11
Birmingham 10
Doncaster 7
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Source: Ministry of Justice (PPG0044).Note that this graph does not include HMP/YOI Parc. HMP Birmingham is included, 
although it returned to public sector management in July 2019.

164. Several witnesses gave examples where CDIs resulted in perverse incentives.304 Janine 
McDowell, Chief Executive Officer, Justice Services, Sodexo, illustrated this in relation to 
contraband saying that “You can absolutely make the case that the more you find, the 
more successful you are at detecting contraband and doing your job properly. Equally, it 
can be interpreted that a failure of systems has allowed the contraband to find its way into 
the prison in the first instance.”305 She noted that some contracts, and the CDIs in them, 
were more than 20 years old.306

165. We welcome the work being undertaken by the Ministry to review the contract 
delivery indicators (CDIs) to be used for future contracts. However, the fact that 
many of the current contracts use varying and often out of date CDIs, seems to us an 
oddity that risks creating an unfair playing field where perverse incentives exist. We 
recommend that the Ministry considers how it can ensure that future contracts have 
the flexibility to take into account changes in performance measurement standards as 
appropriate.

The Prison Operator Framework

166. The Prison Operator Framework was announced in November 2018. Once on the 
framework, operators can choose to compete in shorter, targeted ‘call off’ competitions 

304 See for example Serco plc (PPG0019).
305 Q97
306 Q99
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either for new builds or existing privately managed prisons as their contracts expire. The 
duration of the framework is six years. The Ministry received six bids from potential 
providers to get onto the framework, although there were 20 expressions of interest.307 All 
six bids were successful and have been accepted onto the framework.308 Three of the six 
framework operators (G4S, Sodexo and Serco) are the current private prison contractors 
and the other three operators all hold or have held large contracts with the Ministry. Of 
the 20 original expressions of interest, 10 of those came from small or medium-sized 
enterprises, although none submitted a bid.309

167. We expressed concern that some of the successful bidders for the framework had 
been responsible for poorly performing prisons under other contracts. The Ministry set 
out the process that framework operators would have to go through to bid for individual 
prisons. It said that the “process provides the assurance to ensure that any current or 
previous service delivery issues are fully addressed and lessons learned are reflected and 
enables us to meet our aim of securing an operator for the prisons we compete who can 
provide safe, secure, decent and rehabilitative regimes.”310

168. We remain concerned at the narrow competitive base of the prisons market 
and the Ministry’s continued reliance on the same organisations, even when there is 
evidence of poor performance. We are disappointed at the lack of participation of small 
and medium-sized enterprises and recommend that the Ministry sets out in response to 
this Report further steps it can take to encourage new entrants to market, for example 
by encouraging joint ventures.

307 PQ 2315 5 [Prisons: Contracts], 12 March 2019
308 Letter from Robert Buckland, Minister of State for Justice to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, Prison Estate 

Modernisation, 5 June 2019. The successful bidders were G4S Care and Custody Services UK Limited, Interserve 
Investments Limited, Management and Training Corporation Works Limited, Mitie Care & Custody, Serco 
Limited, and Sodexo Limited.

309 Letter from Robert Buckland, Minister of State for Justice to Bob Neill, Chair, Justice Committee, Prison Operator 
Framework, 8 July 2019
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5 Oversight of the prison system
169. A key part of the governance of prisons is the oversight regime in place to inspect, 
investigate and monitor what goes on. There are three main oversight organisations 
involved in prisons: HM Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP), Independent Monitoring 
Boards (IMBs) and the Prison and Probation Ombudsman. Both HMIP and the IMBs are 
members of the National Preventative Mechanism, which was established in March 2009 
after the UK ratified the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and other 
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (OPCAT) in December 2003.

170. The 2016 White Paper envisaged a number of changes to the oversight, not all of 
which have come to pass:311

• strengthen the statutory remit of HMIP to take into account whether prisons are 
achieving their purpose, as well as consideration as to whether the leadership of 
a prison is contributing to the achievement of the outcomes it inspects;

• strengthen the governance arrangements and accountability for IMBs to support 
them in providing high quality scrutiny; and

• consideration of the need to put the PPO on a statutory footing to enhance the 
organisation’s independence and credibility.

HM Inspectorate of Prisons

171. HM Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP), led by the Chief Inspector, is an independent 
inspectorate which reports on conditions for and treatment of those in prison. HMIP 
undertakes regular inspections of all establishments in the prison estate and makes 
recommendations to the Ministry and HMPPS to support improvement. However, its 
recommendations do not have to be accepted and it has no statutory powers to compel 
changes to be made. The Ministry introduced a new operational process where, in urgent 
and severe situations the Chief Inspector can alert the Minister directly about poorly 
performing prisons. The Ministry must respond within 28 days.312 At the time of writing, 
this ‘Urgent Notification’ (UN) process has been triggered six times.313

Implementation of HMIP recommendations

172. A number of witnesses raised concerns about the effectiveness of the oversight 
regime, particularly HMPPS’s poor response to HMIP recommendations. Peter Clarke, 
said that 2018–19 was the third year running that fewer recommendations were achieved 
than not achieved.314 He said that “When you look at the five prisons [now six] that have 
so far been subjected to the urgent notification process, one of the common factors is 
an utterly appalling response to recommendations in the past. How that was allowed to 
happen for so long is still something of a mystery to me, but I hope that in the future 
transparency and accountability is seen as a strength, not a weakness, on the part of the 

311 Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, Cm 9350, November 2016
312 Ministry of Justice, Urgent Notification [accessed 23 September 2019]
313 The UN protocol has to date been triggered at HMP Bedford, HMP Nottingham, HMP Exeter, HMP Birmingham, 

HMP Bristol and HMYOI Feltham ‘A’.
314 Q316. In 2018–19 41% of HMIP recommendations were achieved.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/565014/cm-9350-prison-safety-and-reform-_web_.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/urgent-notification
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/justice-committee/prison-governance/oral/103862.html
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Prison Service.”315 He felt there needed to be better support and intervention from senior 
leadership to demand a better, more positive response from local establishments and 
agreed that responsibility for that sat with HMPPS and the Ministry.316

Figure 7: Percentage of HMIP recommendations achieved in 2018–19

We do not have a prison service that is 
entirely in crisis
As I have said many times, and this report 
bears out, we inspect parts of the custodial 
estate that are demonstrably well run – safe, 
calm, professional and caring. This includes, 
for example, parts of the high-security estate 
and women’s prisons (where dedicated staff 
deal with some of the most vulnerable of 
all prisoners). We see some dedicated and 
commendable care in the children’s estate, 
working with many extremely vulnerable and 
challenging young people.

However, category B and C men’s local and 
training prisons account for the numerical 
bulk of prisoners. With their high through-put 
of prisoners, their often worn-out fabric, their 
vulnerable populations and their levels of 
violence and illicit drugs use, they were this 
year the prisons that, as in previous years, 
caused us most concern. Staff shortages had 
been so acute that risks to both prisoners 
and staff were often severe, and levels of all 
types of violence had soared. Meanwhile, the 
appalling impact of illicit drugs, particularly 
new psychoactive substances (NPS) had 
been underestimated and as a result many 
prisons were still suffering from the debt, 
bullying and violence they generated. The 
response to the deluge of drugs flowing 
into many prisons in recent years has too 
often been slow and neither robust nor 
sophisticated. The introduction of new 
technology that is necessary to help counter 
the threat has been patchy.

Our recommendations
I completely understand that there have 
been resource constraints over the past 
few years that have made it extraordinarily 
difficult for many prison governors to 
maintain performance, let alone improve.

We believe that our recommendations, 
if effectively implemented, give prisons 
a path to improvement. It has therefore 
been of particular concern to see that, 
in some prisons, our reports have not 
been taken sufficiently seriously. In some 
cases, they appear to have been almost 
completely ignored. This is disappointing and 
counterproductive.

In previous years I have reported 
on the increasingly poor response 
to recommendations made by the 
Inspectorate. Indeed, for the past two 
years I have had to make the point that the 
number of recommendations achieved by 
establishments had, for the first time, fallen 
below those that were not achieved. This 
has continued to be the case in 2018–19, 
but there has at least been a slight closing of 
the gap.

Figure 1: Recommendations achieved
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The need for accountability
Acting on our recommendations, and being 
held accountable for doing so, should be a 
key feature of prison leadership.

We are not management consultants, 
and nor should we aspire to be. It is not 
for us to promote a particular style of 
leadership. However, where we see either 
good or less good examples of leadership, 
management or supervision having a direct 
impact on the outcomes experienced by 
prisoners we should report what we see 
and make appropriate judgements. In fact, 
I would suggest that there is a very clear 
responsibility on us to do so. 

Some examples from this year that are 
particularly concerning relate to the tragic 
issue of self-inflicted deaths in prisons. 
Inspectors sometimes found an inexcusable 
lack of supervision or management 
intervention to ensure men at risk of 
self-harm were held safely.

8 Annual Report 2018–19 HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales

SECTION ONE 
Introduction

Source: HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales, Annual Report 2018–19, HC 2469, July 2019, page 8

173. Jo Farrar, Chief Executive of HMPPS, accepted that there was a need for clarity about 
what governors and prison group directors are responsible for and where accountability 
lies and said that HMPPS was putting in place processes to actively monitor inspection 
outcomes and recommendations.317 There is already a unit in HMPPS dedicated to 
supporting the implementation of HMIP recommendations.318 Phil Copple, Director 
General of Prisons, emphasised that the failure to achieve recommendations was not 
because prisons were ignoring them or not working to achieve them. He said that “the 
assessment of recommendations not being achieved is not a reflection of activity and 
whether there has been an effort. It is actually a reflection of whether the outcomes that are 
desired are being achieved. The reality… has been that often management teams and their 
staff are working hard to get better outcomes, but they have not always been successful in 
recent years because of the scale of challenge.”319 Prison governors also emphasised the 
challenges of trying to address high volumes of recommendations when they might have 
the capacity to make a only few changes at any one time.320

315 Q316
316 Qq326–327
317 Q411; Q388
318 Justice Committee, HM Inspectorate of Prisons report on HMP Liverpool, Fifth Report of Session 2017–19, HC 

751, 16 February 2019, page 5
319 Q396
320 See Annex 1.
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174. We previously expressed concern about the slow progress made by the Prison Service 
in implementing HMIP recommendations when we looked at HMIP’s critical report 
on HMP Liverpool in 2018.321 Partly in response to our recommendation that HMIP 
should be given additional resources to follow-up on recommendations, the Government 
agreed that HMIP should be able to undertake Independent Reviews of Progress (IRPs).322 
IRPs differ from inspections and instead follow up on a selection of key concerns and 
recommendations from inspection reports and make judgements about the extent of 
progress made. HMIP has funding for about 15–20 per year.323 The Chief Inspector was 
broadly positive about the introduction of IRPs, describing them as “new levers” he could 
use.324 He said that “early indications are that they [IRPs] are being taken seriously” and 
that they seem “to have brought forward a far more focused response than perhaps we have 
been used to in the past.”325 The figure below shows the progress made in implementing 
recommendations to date.

Figure 8: Results of HMIP Independent Reviews of Progress to date

No meaningful progress or Insufficient progress Good progress or Reasonable progress
Exeter 54% 46% 13/47 recommendatio
Chelmsford 56% 44% 9/10 recommendation
The Mount 46% 54% 13/69 recommendatio
Birmingham 44% 56% 9/59 recommendation
Mancheste 67% 33% 12/67 recommnedatio
High Down 33% 66% 9/60 recommendation
Durham 40% 60% 10/54 recommnedatio
Swifen Hall 50% 50% 14/57 recommendatio
Bedford 61% 38% 13/61 recommnedatio
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321 Justice Committee, HM Inspectorate of Prisons report on HMP Liverpool, Fifth Report of Session 2017–19, HC 
751, 16 February 2019

322 Justice Committee, HM Inspectorate of Prisons report on HMP Liverpool: Government Response to the 
Committee’s Fifth Report, Fourth Special Report of Session 2017–19, HC 967, 20 April 2018
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Inspector or regulator?

175. We discussed with our witnesses the merits of being an inspector over a regulator. 
The Centre for Social Justice, in their report Control, Order, Hope: A manifesto for 
prison safety and reform, recommended that “the Government should pass legislation 
to convert HM Inspectorate of Prisons into a legal regulator with statutory powers 
to inspect and require enforceable improvement in prison establishments.”326 The Care 
Quality Commission, which has oversight of healthcare provision in prisons does have 
enforcement powers. Both Peter Clarke and Dame Anne Owers, the National Chair of 
the IMBs agreed that it was important to safeguard the independence of HMIP as an 
inspectorate.327 Peter Clarke said that:

The independence of the inspectorate in the standards we set and the 
origin of those standards in international human rights instruments is very 
important. We are not looking for compliance with policy. I think that is 
absolutely vital. We should not become part of the management regime, 
which being a regulator could imply, or to some extent potentially lead 
to. There should be two legs. One is independent inspection and the other 
should be effective line management. It should be unequivocally the role 
of line management to look at what independent inspection is saying and 
insist upon it being implemented.328

176. We agree with the Chief Inspector of Prisons that it is vital that the Inspectorate 
retains its independence and the ability to set its own standards. However, we remain 
deeply concerned at the lack of progress in implementing recommendations. It is not 
acceptable that for three years running less than half of recommendations made by 
the Inspectorate have been fully achieved. It is fundamentally the responsibility of 
the Ministry and HMPPS to implement what is being recommended and they need to 
take ownership of this. We also understand that many governors, already working in 
challenging environments, may be overawed by the level of change required and we 
think they require additional support to make changes that get to the heart of what the 
Inspectorate is recommending. We welcome the introduction of Independent Reviews 
of Progress and take a close interest in the results of these. We recommend that the 
Ministry sets out who is accountable for implementing HMIP recommendations, 
the steps it is taking to drive improvement and additional support it will provide to 
governors to do this. Urgent action is needed, and we call on the Ministry to make a 
commitment that at least 50% of all recommendations will have been fully achieved by 
the end of 2020–21, as assessed by the Inspectorate.

Independent Monitoring Boards

177. The Prison Act 1952 requires every prison to be monitored by an independent Board 
appointed by the Secretary of State from members of the community in which the prison 
is situated.329 Each Board is a separate statutory body. To enable the Board to carry out 
these duties effectively, its members have right of access to every prisoner and every part 

326 The Centre for Social Justice, Control, Order, Hope, A manifesto for prison safety and reform, April 2019, 
page 55

327 Qq328–329. See also Professor Nicholas Hardwick (PPG0015).
328 Q328
329 Independent Monitoring Boards (PPG0031)
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of the prison and also to the prison’s records. There are currently more than 1300 IMB 
members who carry out over 50,000 visits to prisons every year and deal with around 
30,000 individual applications from prisoners.330 However, the number of members has 
been falling over the past 5 years: in April 2018 there were 1,394 compared to 1,678 in 
April 2019. As at May 2018, there were 691 IMB vacancies.331

178. Although there have been recent changes to the governance structure of the IMBs, 
including the appointment of Dame Anne Owers as National Chair, the new structure 
has no statutory basis. The IMBs point out that therefore it is not possible for the IMBs 
as a whole to have a corporate existence as an independent arms’ length body, capable of 
employing staff and with direct responsibility for its own budget. Nor is there a formal 
report to Parliament. Dame Anne told us having each individual IMB as a separate 
statutory body did not help in terms of developing a new governance structure and that 
what was required was a statutory national organisation bringing together all the boards.332

179. A number of our witnesses questioned the effectiveness of the IMBs. The Prison 
Reform Trust said that “the excellence of some IMB annual reports throws into relief the 
struggles others face to rise to the same standard. Some of the country’s most important 
prisons, especially in remote areas, struggle to maintain a functioning IMB at all.”333 Dr 
Philippa Tomczak, Senior Research Fellow at fellow at the University of Nottingham 
Criminal Justice Research Centre, agreed, noting that ministerial responses to IMB reports 
are inconsistently published and are neither given due consideration nor responded to 
effectively.334 Serco recommended that the role of the IMBs should be redefined under the 
supervision of the Chief Inspector of Prisons to act as a first line of defence.335

180. Dame Anne emphasised a lack of resources as being a significant inhibiting factor to 
the IMBs carrying out their role effectively, particularly in relation to acting as an early 
warning system to highlight significant issues to the Ministry. She noted that the IMBs 
in England and Wales have about half the resource that their sister organisations have in 
Scotland.336 The current budget for the IMBs is £1.6 million.

181. The IMBs play a vital role in the oversight of the prison system and we believe they 
need to be reinvigorated. We echo the National Chair of the IMBs call for a statutory 
basis for the national governance structure. We recommend that the Ministry consider 
legislation to underpin the national governance structure and in particular that there 
should be a formal national IMB Annual Report laid before Parliament each year. It 
should also ensure the IMBs are able to perform their role effectively, noting the higher 
level of resourcing in Scotland.

330 Independent Monitoring Boards (PPG0031)
331 PQ 1443 4 [Independent Monitoring Boards], 15 May 2018
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The Prisons and Probation Ombudsman and the National Preventative 
Mechanism

182. The Prison and Probation Ombudsman (PPO) carries out independent investigations 
into deaths and complaints in custody.337 The UK National Preventive Mechanism 
(NPM) was established in March 2009 following the UK’s ratification of the United 
Nations Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman 
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (OPCAT) in December 2003. It is made up of 
21 statutory bodies that monitor and inspect places of detention, including HMIP and 
the IMBs. The NPM was brought into existence via a written ministerial statement to 
Parliament designating the various bodies that already had the relevant powers to form it, 
but does not have a clear legislative basis.338

183. The NPM itself has called for a proper statutory basis to support its role.339 More 
recently, in its conclusions from the periodic review of the UK’s efforts to meet the 
requirements of the UN Convention against Torture, the Committee against Torture 
stated that the Government should “should clearly set out in legislation the mandate 
and powers of the secretariat and members of the National Preventive Mechanism and 
guarantee their operational independence.”340

184. The 2016 White Paper consider putting the PPO on a statutory footing and the PPO, 
Sue McAllister, told us that this remains an essential goal for her.341 We have previously 
called for both the PPO and the NPM to be put on a statutory footing. The Ministry said 
that it would consider putting the PPO on a statutory footing if Parliamentary time became 
available.342 It said it would continue to explore with the NPM and other stakeholders 
whether there are additional practical benefits of the NPM having a statutory basis.343

185. We repeat our call that both the Prison and Probation Ombudsman and the 
National Preventative Mechanism should be put on a proper statutory footing. 
We recommend that the Ministry update us on what progress has been made in its 
exploration of legislative options for both organisations.

337 Prisons and Probation Ombudsman (PPG0023)
338 HC Deb, 31 March 2009, col 57WS [Commons written ministerial statement]
339 UK National Preventive Mechanism (PPG0030)
340 United Nations Committee Against Torture, Concluding observations on the sixth periodic report of the United 
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Sixteenth Report of 2017–19, HC 2308, June 2019
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Conclusions and recommendations

An Enduring Crisis in our prisons and the need for leadership

1. We warmly welcome the link the Secretary of State has made between safety and 
purposeful activity. There must be greater investment in purposeful activity to 
reduce the estimated £18 billion cost of reoffending and improve safety in prisons. 
We repeat the call made in our report Prison Population 2022 for a dual focus on 
safety and rehabilitative activity and we look forward to further announcements 
from the Secretary of State setting out how he will improve purposeful activity in 
prisons. (Paragraph 17)

2. We welcome the previous Secretary of State’s commitment to producing a long-term 
and multi-year plan and recommend that the current Secretary of State honour it. 
The plan should set out clearly an overarching and integrated strategy to deal with the 
main challenges facing the prison system. Prisons policy has too long been made on 
an ad-hoc basis, with new policies announced via press notice and little explanation 
given as to how they fit into the overall strategic direction of the Prison Service. A clear, 
evidenced-based strategy is necessary to give governors the stability and confidence to 
make the changes necessary to improve prisons. This strategy should be produced by 
31 March 2020. (Paragraph 30)

3. In relation to the Government’s proposed changes to sentencing, we are concerned 
that the announcement may over time result in a significantly increased prison 
population without any guarantees that the necessary infrastructure will be put in 
place to avoid further overcrowding of prisons. We recommend that the Ministry 
publishes the results of its sentencing review in full, including its evaluation of the 
proposed sentencing changes in the Sentencing Bill on the size of the prison population. 
(Paragraph 32)

4. We welcome the additional and sorely needed investment the Government has 
announced for the prison system. Given the Governments’ poor track record in 
delivering promised new prison places, we recommend that the Ministry sets out 
further details of how and when it intends to use the £2.5 billion that has been 
committed to build 10,000 additional places and over what time period they will be 
built. (Paragraph 34)

5. We are particularly concerned by the focus on creating additional places, rather than 
on replacing dilapidated and decrepit prisons in the current estate. The Ministry 
estimates it has a current backlog of maintenance work worth £900 million and 
attention must be given to the rest of the prison estate, which is falling into an 
ever-worse state of disrepair. We took comfort from the words of the Secretary of 
State for Justice and the Chief Executive of the HMPPS, who each acknowledged the 
significant challenge of managing the prison estate. However, we have still not seen 
the long-term estate strategy we were told was being developed by the Ministry of 
Justice. We recommend that the Ministry sets out the immediate steps it is taking to 
manage and reduce the backlog of maintenance and sets out a timetable to achieve 
this. We renew our call for a long-term estate strategy and request that the Ministry 
publishes this in response to this report. (Paragraph 35)
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6. We welcome much needed additional funding for the Ministry of Justice and in 
particular for the prison system. We acknowledge that the recent Spending Review 
was intended to cover only one financial year but believe the condition of the 
prison system is such that a multi-year funding settlement is urgently required. 
Prisons should be safe and decent environments that rehabilitate offenders but this 
not currently the case. We have called for a long-term plan to improve the prison 
system, but this will work only if it has the funding to underpin the plan. We note 
the recent schools funding announcement for the three years to 2022–23 and would 
welcome something similar for prisons. We recommend that the Ministry works with 
HM Treasury to agree long-term funding plans, to give the Prison Service and prison 
governors the confidence and stability to drive real change in prisons. (Paragraph 43)

7. The cross-system approach the Government has taken to the criminal justice sector 
in its recent policy announcements is welcome. However, we would like to see more 
detail on how the Government will take the same approach in relation to reoffending, 
as the Secretary of State set out when giving evidence to us. (Paragraph 45)

The role of the governor

8. We support the principle of governor empowerment and it seems sensible and 
logical that governors should have autonomy to run their prisons as they see best. 
Any devolution of responsibility to governors must be accompanied by the training 
and support necessary for governors to succeed in their role. In the three years 
since the 2016 White Paper and the setting up of the original six reform prisons, 
the governor empowerment agenda has been implemented on an ad hoc basis, 
and we are concerned by a lack of clarity as to how the role of the governor has 
changed as a result. Neither have we seen any evaluation of the impact the changes 
have had on prison performance. We recommend that the Ministry publishes a full 
impact evaluation of the changes it has made to governor responsibilities since 2016. 
(Paragraph 52)

9. Governors will be able to make use of their autonomy and be truly innovative only 
if they have the necessary funding and the ability to use it how they see fit. We 
were concerned to hear that governor’s control over their prison’s finances remains 
limited. We call on the Ministry to set out in response to this report what discretionary 
funding is available for governors to undertake individual projects in their prisons, as 
well as what more can be done to give governors the financial independence to drive 
truly innovative change. (Paragraph 53)

10. We are concerned that the additional responsibilities that governors have received 
under the empowerment agenda do not match the rhetoric used by the Ministry 
and that therefore there is a lack of clarity both as to what governors themselves 
are responsible for, but more generally who is accountable for the performance 
of individual prisons. We recommend that the Ministry undertake a review of the 
accountability structures within which governors operate to ensure absolute clarity as 
to who is responsible for what. (Paragraph 57)

11. Many different organisations work in a prison and we agree with our witnesses that 
partnership working is an important part of a well performing prison. A whole-
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prison approach is absolutely vital and it should be for the governor to work with 
partner organisations to set the vision and strategic direction for their prison. 
(Paragraph 59)

12. We welcome the Secretary of State’s commitment to introducing greater autonomy for 
governors to undertake minor repairs and we support him in his endeavour of setting 
up works departments in prisons to do this. We believe this is a sensible initiative that 
will have a positive impact on the condition of prisons, as well as creating purposeful 
activity for prisoners, and call for this to be implemented as soon as possible. We 
recommend that in response to this Report the Ministry sets out more detail about 
how it will implement this initiative and when it expects to roll it out across the prison 
estate. (Paragraph 67)

13. We continue to be very concerned about the performance of facilities management 
contracts. The condition of the prison estate is dire and the current contracts 
bureaucratic with limited opportunities for governors to exert any influence 
in individual prisons. We recommend that the Ministry, at the earliest possible 
opportunity, move away from national contracts for facilities management to much 
smaller, localised arrangements. The example of the contracts used under the Prison 
Education Framework may prove useful in this, but the overarching principle must be 
that governors have more control over the service and can adapt it to meet the needs 
of their prison. (Paragraph 68)

14. The current system for approving capital expenditure is bureaucratic and we welcome 
the Secretary of State’s commitment to look seriously at this issue. Governors should 
have more discretion to authorise capital expenditure themselves. We accept the 
need to approve some major capital work centrally, but call for greater responsibility 
for governors. We recommend that the Ministry review governor’s responsibilities for 
approving capital expenditure and consider how further financial authority can be 
devolved to them. (Paragraph 71)

15. We are concerned by what we have heard about the bureaucracy of procurement in 
the prison system, particularly the length of time it can take to get equipment into 
individual prisons. We welcome the Government’s recent announcement of £100 
million investment in prison security, but this will only be effective if the equipment 
it purchases, such as drugs scanners, arrives in prisons in a timely fashion. We call 
on the Ministry to commission an independent review of procurement processes to 
ensure that prisons get the equipment they need in a timely fashion. (Paragraph 74)

16. Governors must have the necessary support and training. We welcome the initiatives 
being undertaken by HMPPS, such as the senior leaders scheme, but agree that there 
needs to be greater investment in leadership development. The ability of governors 
to go on short secondments outside the Prison Service to learn about leadership 
in other organisations is a vital tool and we would like to see this available more 
widely. The work undertaken on leadership development as part of the 10 prisons 
project is positive, but we note no evaluation of this aspect of the project has been 
published. We recommend that the Ministry sets out how it intends to take forward the 
leadership development work undertaken as part of the 10 prisons project, including 
how this will be rolled out across the rest of the estate. (Paragraph 78)
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17. The role of the governor is ever more complex and is rapidly moving from having 
a mainly operational focus to requiring a more strategic approach. Governors 
need access to sufficient support and expertise to enable them to fulfil this role. 
(Paragraph 79)

18. We believe that prisons require stability to make improvements and this starts with 
stable leadership. Turnover of governors is too high, and they do not have enough 
time to embed long-term change before leaving or moving elsewhere within the 
Prison Service. In order to reduce turnover and stability we recommend HMPPS 
should work on the principle that where possible governors remain at one prison for at 
least five years before being moved to other parts of the Service. (Paragraph 83)

19. Both governors and prison officers must have sufficient incentives to stay in the 
Prison Service and this is an important part of reducing turnover. We recommend 
that the Ministry and HMPPS review incentive structures to see what more can be 
done to incentivise individuals to stay in the Service. (Paragraph 85)

20. We welcome the overall increase in the number of prison officers, but are concerned 
by the high rate of attrition among officers and the effect this has on the experience 
in the Service. If HMPPS is unable to retain officers in the long term this will 
reduce the pipeline of talent for future governors. We note the work currently being 
undertaken by the Ministry but recommend that a formal strategy is required to 
improve retention of prison officers. (Paragraph 89)

21. We welcome the Ministry’s commitment to improving BAME representation in 
the Prison Service but, two years on from the Lammy Review, progress has been 
disappointingly slow. This must continue to be a priority for the Ministry, which has 
committed to publishing an update on its implementation of the recommendations 
in the Lammy Review by the end of 2019. We look forward to seeing this and 
recommend that the Ministry publishes diversity data by grade, as well as a more 
detailed analysis of the barriers to progression of BAME staff within HMPPS and an 
evaluation of the changes the Ministry has implemented since the publication of the 
Lammy Review to remove such barriers. (Paragraph 92)

Commissioning services in prisons

22. It is clear that governors are not in reality “co-commissioners” of healthcare. For 
governors to play an effective and influential role in the provision of healthcare, 
they must work effectively in partnership with healthcare colleagues. There is a 
risk of inconsistency in the quality of provision across the estate, depending on 
the quality of those partnerships. We recommend that the Ministry work with NHS 
England to ensure that effective guidance and training is in place to support governors 
develop high-quality partnerships with healthcare providers and commissioners. 
(Paragraph 99)

23. In response to this Report, the Ministry and NHS England should set out the steps they 
are taking to improve information sharing between Prison Service staff, healthcare 
providers and health commissioners. (Paragraph 100)
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24. We agree that governors and prison officers play a vital in facilitating healthcare. 
We recommend that HMPPS reviews the training available to ensure that prison staff 
fully understand what their role is in relation to healthcare and how they can support 
its provision. (Paragraph 101)

25. We are concerned about the impact that missed appointments might be having on 
prisoner health, but we are unclear of the impact because HMPPS does not publish 
performance data on missed appointments. This is something that was originally 
envisaged in the 2016 White Paper and we recommend that such a measure is included 
in the Prison Performance Tool. It should also set out the steps it is taking to reduce the 
number of missed appointments. (Paragraph 102)

26. Now that the Spending Review has been announced, the Ministry should set out what 
funding will be available to the support the drug recovery pilot, as well as the sharing 
of good practice at other establishments. (Paragraph 104)

27. We are concerned to hear that the Inspectorate is continuing to find prisons without 
any proper drug strategy, which was a clear commitment in the Ministry’s own 
overarching strategy. The Ministry should set out the steps it is taking to ensure all 
prisons have a drugs strategy in place, as well as how it measures the quality and 
effectiveness of individual strategies. (Paragraph 105)

28. We welcome the Government’s announcement that funding will be available to 
install x-ray scanners across the prison estate. Given the Secretary of State’s comments 
that such scanners will be more effective in some parts of the estate than others, we 
would welcome further information about how many and which types of prisons will 
have scanners installed in them, as well as when the Ministry expects these to be 
installed by. (Paragraph 106)

29. We are concerned to hear that the new arrangements for education provision have 
been launched without clarity about what governors are responsible for, nor clear 
measures to hold governors and service providers to account. The Ministry should 
set out the performance measures that will be used to hold service providers and 
governors to account. We also seek further detail about how prisoner progression is 
going to be measured. (Paragraph 112)

30. We welcome the changes to education provision and believe they represent an 
opportunity to deliver positive change to support the rehabilitation of prisoners. 
However, we are concerned to hear that some governors do not feel they have the 
skills or support to manage the new education contracts and this represents a real 
risk to the long-term success of the new arrangements. We recommend that the 
Ministry urgently review the training and support available to governors and their 
teams and the extent to which this training has been received. (Paragraph 114)

31. There is clear evidence to suggest that small providers need longer-term contracts 
to offer them security. The Ministry should review the arrangements for awarding 
contracts under the DPS to enable contracts of longer than one year to be offered. 
(Paragraph 116)

32. The DPS was intended by the Ministry to give prisons access to suppliers that are able 
to meet the bespoke educational needs of their establishment and offers a flexible 
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route to services that add real value. However, we are concerned that the roll-out 
of the system has had the opposite effect, acting as a disincentive to governors to 
tender for services and to service providers to apply for them. The Ministry should 
urgently review how it can make the DPS more accessible and less time consuming for 
service providers and prison staff. We note that a similar system is being considered 
for the probation system; the Ministry should ensure it undertakes a full evaluation of 
the roll out of the DPS before it introduces a similar initiative as part of its probation 
reforms. (Paragraph 119)

33. Education in prisons is an important part of the regime and the Ministry needs to 
ensure that it retains a focus on this, and other purposeful activity, as well as safety 
and decency in prisons. We recommend the Ministry reviews the training available to 
prison officers and governors to ensure they are best able to support prisoner’s access 
to education. (Paragraph 122)

The role of HMPPS and the Ministry of Justice

34. Accountability starts at the top of any governance structure and there needs to be 
absolute clarity as to the respective responsibilities of the Ministry, and by extension 
the Minister, and HMPPS. The Prison Service needs a period of stability to deal 
with the many challenges it faces and constantly changing who is responsible for 
what, with ever more complicated arrangements, is not helpful in this endeavour. 
We recommend that the Ministry clarifies the split in responsibilities between 
itself and HMPPS, particularly in relation to functions delivered by policy teams. 
(Paragraph 132)

35. We welcome the broadly positive results of the 10 prisons project. However, there 
were many aspects to the project, such as additional investment in leadership. The 
limited evaluation that was published provided no quantitative or qualitative analysis 
of the specific initiatives undertaken. The point of the project was to identify what 
works in terms of improving safety and decency in prisons, but it remains unclear 
exactly which parts of the project will now be rolled out across the rest of the estate 
and what funding is available to do this. Now that the results of the 10 prisons project 
have been published, we recommend that the Ministry publishes further analysis of 
the relative success of the various initiatives undertaken, as well as providing details 
as to what is now being rolled out to other prisons in the estate and what funding will 
be available to do this. (Paragraph 135)

36. It is vital that HMPPS has an oversight structure in place that enables it to identify 
where problems exist and support governors. We welcome the introduction of the 
Prison Group Structure. However, any oversight structure must be proportionate 
and focused on outcomes. We recommend HMPPS commissions a review to look 
at how its oversight structures can be streamlined to reduce the burden on governors 
and their teams, for example by condensing the number of requests for assurance. 
(Paragraph 139)

37. We recognise the need for any performance management framework or data 
collection to be proportionate, but we remain concerned about the lack of data 
available beyond prison safety and security. We welcome the Ministry’s commitment 
to introduce measures for time out of cell and purposeful activity in 2020–21. 
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However, three years on from the White Paper, we call for a wider discussion about 
how prison performance is monitored and what data is collected. We note that the 
Chief Executive has started to review what the right performance measures are and 
how prisons should be held to account. We recommend that this review engages with 
the widest possible group of stakeholders and considers what technological solutions 
are available to make data collection as accurate and resource-efficient as possible. 
(Paragraph 143)

38. HMPPS collects detailed data on safety in prisons and other aspects of prison life. 
As a result, many of the measures in the Prison Performance Framework are safety 
related. However, well performing prisons are not just those that are safe, but also 
offer a decent environment and rehabilitate the prisoners in their care. We welcome 
the steps being taken to improve data collection on health and education, but HMPPS 
needs to work with its partners to produce a suite of prison performance measures 
that cover all parts of the prison regime to give an overview of the performance of 
individual prisons as a whole. We recommend that HMPPS works with its partners, 
including NHS England, to produce a performance framework that covers all aspects 
of prison life, including health and education. This should be reflected in the annual 
prison performance ratings. (Paragraph 147)

39. We welcome the review of special measures being undertaken by the Ministry. 
There is little point in identifying prisons as requiring additional support, if the 
resulting action does not result in improved performance. There must be sufficient 
resource available to support prisons that are struggling effectively. We recommend 
that the Ministry publishes the results of the review undertaken by HMPPS and sets 
out the steps it will take to improve the support available to poorly performing prisons. 
(Paragraph 151)

40. The sharing of good practice is an important function of any governance structure 
and we agree with the Secretary of State that this is something that needs to improve. 
We often hear about some of the great work that goes on in individual prisons and 
would like to see this captured more effectively by HMPPS, so that it can be shared 
with the rest of the estate where appropriate. We recommend that HMPPS develops a 
formal strategy for the sharing of good practice across the Prison Service and provides 
an update on the steps being taken to facilitate this. (Paragraph 154)

41. It is unacceptable that healthcare in some private prisons is commissioned 
to a different specification than the rest of the estate and we are concerned that 
prisoners in some prisons may receive worse standards of healthcare as a result of 
this situation. It is important that contracts are flexible enough to adapt to changing 
circumstances and this issue should have been dealt with long ago. We recommend 
that the Ministry sets out a timetable for rectifying this problem. It should also 
provide information about how HMPPS ensures that there is equivalence between 
the commissioning specifications it uses and those of NHS England. (Paragraph 161)

42. We welcome the work being undertaken by the Ministry to review the contract 
delivery indicators (CDIs) to be used for future contracts. However, the fact that 
many of the current contracts use varying and often out of date CDIs, seems to us an 
oddity that risks creating an unfair playing field where perverse incentives exist. We 
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recommend that the Ministry considers how it can ensure that future contracts have 
the flexibility to take into account changes in performance measurement standards as 
appropriate. (Paragraph 165)

43. We remain concerned at the narrow competitive base of the prisons market and 
the Ministry’s continued reliance on the same organisations, even when there is 
evidence of poor performance. We are disappointed at the lack of participation of 
small and medium-sized enterprises and recommend that the Ministry sets out in 
response to this Report further steps it can take to encourage new entrants to market, 
for example by encouraging joint ventures. (Paragraph 168)

Oversight of the prison system

44. We agree with the Chief Inspector of Prisons that it is vital that the Inspectorate 
retains its independence and the ability to set its own standards. However, we remain 
deeply concerned at the lack of progress in implementing recommendations. It is 
not acceptable that for three years running less than half of recommendations made 
by the Inspectorate have been fully achieved. It is fundamentally the responsibility 
of the Ministry and HMPPS to implement what is being recommended and they 
need to take ownership of this. We also understand that many governors, already 
working in challenging environments, may be overawed by the level of change 
required and we think they require additional support to make changes that get to 
the heart of what the Inspectorate is recommending. We welcome the introduction 
of Independent Reviews of Progress and take a close interest in the results of these. 
We recommend that the Ministry sets out who is accountable for implementing 
HMIP recommendations, the steps it is taking to drive improvement and additional 
support it will provide to governors to do this. Urgent action is needed, and we call 
on the Ministry to make a commitment that at least 50% of all recommendations 
will have been fully achieved by the end of 2020–21, as assessed by the Inspectorate. 
(Paragraph 176)

45. The IMBs play a vital role in the oversight of the prison system and we believe they 
need to be reinvigorated. We echo the National Chair of the IMBs call for a statutory 
basis for the national governance structure. We recommend that the Ministry consider 
legislation to underpin the national governance structure and in particular that there 
should be a formal national IMB Annual Report laid before Parliament each year. It 
should also ensure the IMBs are able to perform their role effectively, noting the higher 
level of resourcing in Scotland. (Paragraph 181)

46. We repeat our call that both the Prison and Probation Ombudsman and the 
National Preventative Mechanism should be put on a proper statutory footing. 
We recommend that the Ministry update us on what progress has been made in its 
exploration of legislative options for both organisations. (Paragraph 185)
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Annex 1: note of informal meeting with 
governors, 5 June 2019

Committee Members present

Robert Neill (Chair), Bambos Charalambous, David Hanson, Victoria Prentis, Ellie 
Reeves, Marie Rimmer.

Participants

The seminar was attended by 18 prison governors drawn from different regions of England 
and Wales, as well from the different types of establishments within the prison estate. 
Representatives from both public sector and contracted-out prisons attended; there were 
also governors from prisons holding female offenders, open prisons and high-security 
prisons. The Chair extended the Committee’s gratitude to all governors who attended 
the event, in particular those who travelled long distances. He also emphasised the 
Committee’s admiration for prison governors and their staff, many of whom work in very 
challenging environments.

After a brief introduction from the Chair, participants and Members divided into two 
smaller groups, both covering broadly the same topics. This note summarises the main 
points raised during discussions.

Governor empowerment

Governors were asked about their understanding of what ministers mean by “governor 
empowerment”.

A number of governors thought that each Prisons Minister and Secretary of State for 
Justice has taken a different view of what is meant by governor empowerment, noting 
that the recent high turnover of ministers has meant governors are pulled in different 
directions without long-term strategic direction. A governor commented that they had 
understood autonomy when Michael Gove was the Secretary of State for Justice, but with 
subsequent changes of minister thought that empowerment did not now mean what they 
had initially anticipated. Some governors expressed disappointment that the 2016 White 
Paper was not fully implemented and that the Government had begun to move away from 
the direction of travel set out within it. They felt that if the purpose of prisons had been 
put into legislation there would have been a mandate for prisons to be taken seriously. One 
governor described feeling deflated after the proposed Prisons and Court Bill fell prior to 
the 2017 general election.

Governors broadly welcomed empowerment but surmised that this did not lead to full 
and whole autonomy all of the time. One governor commented that governors have some 
flexibility within the prison budget to move money around but noted that this comes with 
restrictions. Most of a governor’s budget is spent on payroll; one governor estimated that 
80% of their budget was spent on staffing costs. Another governor said that if a prison 
is carrying a vacancy the governor can spend that money on other appropriate projects, 
but they felt there is potential for further empowerment. A governor noted that there are 
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HM Treasury rules around what money can be spent on and that very rigid structures 
remained. A governor, of an open prison, emphasised the capacity in their prison to raise 
income from joint enterprises, but commented that it was not possible to fund extra staff 
positions based on the profits made, whereas a director in a private sector prison can. 
Governors suggested that it would be good to mirror the flexibility that exists in the 
private sector.

One governor said that one of their greatest frustrations was the bureaucracy of getting 
permission to do things. The governor stated that talented governors in the public sector 
are stifled by constraints. An example given was of an initiative to provide a photobooth 
for families to use during visits. The governor had tried hard to provide this in a public 
sector prison but it never happened. Within three months at a private prison the governor 
had been able to set one up.

Asked about barriers to innovation, governors noted control measures in the civil service 
and spoke of a rules-based process in which innovation was lost or stifled. Procurement 
rules were identified as causing delays to delivering reforms and were described as a 
“constant battle”. Many governors thought that in the private sector, procurement matters 
moved more quickly, and things could be sourced more cheaply. One governor emphasised 
a concern that until recently female prisoners had to wear men’s gym clothing.

Many governors felt that trying to innovate was exhausting because they had to jump 
through hoops and fight to get things delivered. One governor spoke of the challenges 
of trying to give particular prison residents access to IT, in order for them to carry out 
a role the governor had assigned to them. Security concerns caused a number of delays 
and the governor commented that they believed they could have managed and mitigated 
those risks but felt that others did not understand this. Another governor described their 
efforts to provide an internet room in an open prison, noting the challenges they had 
experienced in relation to security, even though the prisoners concerned were able to use 
the internet in the library when out on temporary release on licence.

Governors spoke of being empowered to set a vision and work with partners but felt that 
financial restrictions undermined empowerment. It was emphasised that governors have 
limited authority in relation to capital budgets and frustration was expressed that, even 
where capital bids were approved, governors were told there was no money to pay for them 
and therefore bidding was often a waste of time.

Governors also noted that in many instances they are tied to national contracts, which they 
did not feel enabled innovation. One governor thought that facilities management should 
be added to governor empowerment, believing it to be important in terms of decency and 
the public purse. One governor said they felt “held to ransom” over these contracts, noting 
they had limited authority over contractual levers.

Many governors emphasised how the role had changed significantly over the last decade. 
Governors now needed to have a good understanding of business functions, such as 
human resources, contract management and procurement.
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Working with others

Governors were asked about working with other organisations within the prison setting. 
A number of governors emphasised that there are a number of aspects of running a 
prison, such as healthcare, that they do not have direct responsibility for. Rather they 
emphasised that there are many areas of work that governors influence, but which require 
skilful partnership working.

Governors noted that they lacked contractual levers in areas such as healthcare and 
facilities management. One governor emphasised the importance of well-commissioned 
services and working well with other organisations, such as local authorities, to shape 
services. However, a number noted that they had lost specialists in relation to healthcare, 
making it more difficult to exert influence in that area.

Specifically, in relation to healthcare, governors emphasised that although NHS England 
is technically responsible for healthcare, they felt they were held accountable for healthcare 
in their prison. A number complained that NHS commissioners were slow to respond and 
lacked an understanding of the prison environment, sometimes prioritising legal risk over 
risk of harm to prisoners. One governor estimated that they had only 2% influence over 
who the healthcare provider is, as NHS commissioners technically have responsibility for 
this area. Other governors raised social care and increasing levels of drugs-use as areas 
that had a critical impact on the day-to-day running of prisons, but which required a co-
ordinated response. A number emphasised that it was not always clear which organisation 
was responsible in certain situations. One governor gave the example of prisoners with 
mental health conditions who required constant supervision and whether that was the 
responsibility of the healthcare provider or prison staff. There is a risk that situations like 
this could lead to disputes over which organisation should pay for services.

One governor raised concerns about the commissioning of healthcare in private prisons. 
Healthcare for five private prisons is commissioned directly by the Ministry of Justice, 
but a different specification is used compared to services commissioned by NHS England. 
The governor was concerned that this meant prisoners in their care received a different 
standard of service to prisoners in other nearby prisons.

Governors were broadly positive about the recent changes to education in prisons in 
England. A number were pleased that prisoners can now start a course in one prison and 
finish it in another. One governor felt that it was early days in relation to the changes, 
but that governors had been listened to. The Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) provides 
governors with more autonomy, although it remains fairly bureaucratic. However, in 
relation to the Prison Education Framework (PEF), another governor emphasised there 
is a lot of collective autonomy, as prisons are grouped into lots and therefore individual 
governors do not have direct control.

One governor emphasised that under the new education arrangements, the prison kept 
the same education provider but lost some of its education provision. There were things 
the prison now cannot provide because they are too expensive, such as construction 
qualifications.

A number of governors raised concerns about the level of engagement they have with 
Community Rehabilitation Companies and probation services, particularly in relation to 
resettlement. There were serious concerns about the number of prisoners being released 
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to no fixed abode and a number of governors raised the problem of being legally required 
to release people onto the streets even if no accommodation has been arranged. One 
governor gave an example of a prisoner with a serious mental health condition who was 
due to be released, but for whom no accommodation had been found in a mental-health 
facility; prison staff drove him directly to the local accident & emergency department as 
there was no other alternative.

Governors said they were pleased by the changes to the probation system announced by 
the Government in May 2019. Many felt the current system, particularly in relation to 
resettlement, had not worked. Some governors had undertaken their own work to support 
resettlement in their prisons.

Governors were asked about the extent that they engaged with voluntary sector 
organisations. Governors said that this varied, but that it down to them to make this 
happen and therefore depended on individuals having the space and time to make things 
happen. Governors identified using local resources as an opportunity but noted that these 
services are also stretched. One governor had formed an advisory panel from the local 
community to advise them in dealing with difficult situations. Another gave an example 
of where they had sought support from a local headteacher for advice on how to engage 
prisoners who did not want to participate in education.

Governors broadly welcomed what they perceived as the direction of travel under the 
new Chief Executive of HMPPS, to improve engagement with local organisations. They 
emphasised local authorities and Police and Crime Commissioners as key stakeholders 
who were important to form strong partnerships with.

In general, governors agreed that they are often held accountable for things over which they 
have no direct control, although a number provided examples of where good partnership 
working with other organisations led to positive outcomes. There were concerns that 
governors are now described as being ‘empowered’ in relation to services such as health 
and education, when this is not always the case.

Accountability structures

All the governors agreed that they feel responsible for everything that happens in their 
prison. All said that they were passionate about what they do and that it hurt when things 
went wrong. Several governors spoke of being well supported either within their region 
or on a functional basis (for example within the Women’s Estate). One governor spoke of 
a shift to help and support governors to resolve issues rather than to criticise. A number 
welcomed the new group structure, where small groups of Governors are now managed 
by a regional Director. However, a number felt that whilst the new arrangements brought 
additional support, there was also greater scrutiny as a result.

Several governors spoke of the being required to constantly “feed the beast” of people 
above them in the chain of command wanting assurance. Governors noted that it is not 
possible for a governor in a challenging prison to improve things quickly. One said that 
although they had support, they were under pressure due to the high level of scrutiny 
and demands for assurance on lengthy lists of hundreds on action points. The governor 
estimated that they could focus on ten things to improve at any one time. Another 
commented that they were sometimes frustrated that they had to spend a lot of time 
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explaining what they are doing rather than just being able to get on with it. They said that 
while it was helpful to have independent eyes on things, there is enough monitoring and it 
can sometimes be distracting. Moreover, governors emphasised that many of the measures 
used to assess performance are input-focussed rather than looking at outcomes within 
prisons. One governor described the level of scrutiny as unfocussed, with contradictory 
views from across HM Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS), sometimes leading to a 
waste of time and resources. They gave the example of receiving the results of a health and 
safety audit, which required additional funding to make improvements; however, they 
were subsequently told by another part of HMPPS that there was no money to make the 
changes.

A number of governors emphasised the level of scrutiny in the contracted-out estate. They 
felt the level of scrutiny on prisons run by the private sector was intense and a number said 
that they felt the role of the Controller, who represents HMPPS in contracted-out prisons, 
could be utilised more effectively.

The ten prisons project

On the question of the ten prisons project, all governors agreed that the investment it 
had brought into the ten prisons was positive and welcome. However, they noted that the 
investment in the selected prisons had taken a long time to come through on the ground. 
One governor said that it had taken seven months to procure a drugs scanner.

Concerns were also raised that other prisons had suffered because the focus on the ten 
prisons had diverted attention from other prisons. Some governors commented that the 
project had taken experienced staff and resources, such as drugs scanners, from other 
prisons. Some prisons that were part of the project had their populations reduced and 
some governors from other prisons noted that they had taken extra prisoners as a result. 
One governor said that this had led to prisoners being held in triple cells, which they felt 
was unacceptable.

Condition of the prison estate

A number of governors raised the condition of the prison estate as a significant problem. 
One governor felt the problem was like “a big black hole” and that there needed to be an 
acceptance of the problem. Governors noted that that the reality of the situation was that 
to run a decent Prison Service there first needed to be a decent prison estate.

Training, support and staffing

One governor commented that HMPPS is not good at succession planning. Several 
governors agreed that there is a lack of people who want to take on poorly performing 
prisons. Many said that the Service does not invest properly in people to become governors 
of the challenging prisons. One governor suggested that the next governor of a prisoner 
should be identified early to enable them to be supported and trained to take over. The 
governors questioned what was done to support people coming through to governor level 
but acknowledged that governors tend not to ask for help.

One governor said that they had no preparation for taking a temporary promotion to 
be a governing governor and explained that there is a significant difference between 
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being a deputy governor and a governing governor; the former is about being involved in 
operations, whilst the latter is focussed on strategy and accountability. They felt they were 
expected to evolve into the role without being properly prepared and that HMPPS did 
not manage talent well. Another governor emphasised that they needed more leadership 
training, particularly in relation to commercial and financial skills. Although governors 
do have access to finance and human resources business partners, these are shared 
resources with other prisons. Governors also noted that they are part of a team and that 
training for other senior leaders within prisons was lacking; there had been some recent 
improvements, but further changes needed to happen at pace.

Governors noted that there are people at HMPPS headquarters who are at the same grade 
as governing governors but who do not have experience of the situation on the ground. 
Some governors questioned why an individual would want to leave a headquarters job 
to take on a job as a governor at a challenging prison, given that they would experience 
disruptions in the evenings, weekends and whilst on leave.

One governor suggested that HMPPS needed to look at other organisations that have a 
more comprehensive programmes for training and development; they gave the example of 
the police and the way in which it develops its leaders, as well as the role of the College of 
Policing. It was noted that the estate is diverse and there is a need to plan tailored training 
for individuals, as managing different prisons required different sets of skills.

The governors discussed incentivising people to want to become governors. One governor 
noted that there is a high number of people on temporary promotion and raised concerns 
that HMPPS has for too long taken for granted that people will want promotion, explaining 
that there was a lack of incentives.

One governor described their previous experience with a private sector provider, stating 
that they had undergone a 360-degree assessment and had received a training plan for the 
next year. They said there was a cycle of personal development, a range of training courses 
on offer, as well as the option of external learning at a university.

Concerns were raised about the retention of staff, with governors commenting that staff 
often join not planning to stay for very long. Instead staff often want to stay for one or 
two years then move on to the police or employment in the security industry, where there 
believe there is a better working environment.

Governors were broadly positive about the implementation of the Offender Management in 
Custody (OMiC) model. Many felt that additional staff and the new keyworker model were 
having a positive impact on safety. However, a number of governors identified recruitment 
as a significant issue, with some unable to recruit enough staff to properly operate the key 
worker scheme. Other governors emphasised high levels of sickness absence among staff 
as a significant issue.
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Appendix 1: Performance measures used 
by HMPPS
The table below sets out the performance measures as proposed in the 2016 White Paper 
and compares them to the measures used by HMPPS in its latest prison performance 
ratings. A number of the proposed measures, particularly in relation to reform and 
rehabilitation have not been implemented.

Table 2: Comparison of performance measured proposed in the 2016 White Paper and what was 
used in the 2018–19 Prison Performance Ratings

Performance Measures set out in the 2016 White Paper 2018/2019 Prison Performance Tool

Standard 1: public protection

- The number of escapes from closed prisons

- The rate of absconds from open prisons

- The rate of prisoner compliance with release on 
temporary licence

- The number of offences committed while on ROTL

- Additional measures such as compliance with key parts 
of security processes, including searching, intelligence, 
control of prisoner movements and escorts.

Security

- Number of escapes from prison or 
prisoner escort

- Absconds from open prison conditions 
– rate per 100,000 prisoner days

- Security Audit

Standard 2: safety and order

- The rate of assaults on prison staff

- The rate of assaults on prisoners

- The rate of self-harm by prisoners

- Additional measures of staff and prisoner perceptions 
of safety measured through a structured survey to 
better understand the culture and atmosphere in our 
prisons.

- The rate of incidents of prison disorder (e.g. 
barricades).

Safety

- Positive Random Mandatory drug 
testing including new psychoactive 
substances

- Months drug testing levels not met 
(sub measure)

- Risk Management Audit Measuring 
the Quality of Prison Life - safety

- Prisoner on prisoner assaults incidents 
– rate per 1,000 prisoners

- Assaults on staff incidents – rate per 
1,000 prisoners

- Control and Restraint training/
Minimising and Managing Physical 
Restraint training

- Tornado commitment

- Self-harm incidents – rate per 1,000 
prisoners

- HM Inspectorate of Prisons – safety
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Performance Measures set out in the 2016 White Paper 2018/2019 Prison Performance Tool

Standard 3: reform

- A measure to track ‘distance travelled’ by an offender 
in substance misuse via drug testing on entry and exit.

- Average rate of positive drug tests

- Number of medical appointments cancelled due to 
non-availability of prisoners.

- Further measures of each prison’s work to improve 
prisoners’ health

- A ‘distance travelled’ measure for prisoner mental 
health (working with NHS England, Public Health 
England and the Welsh Government).

- Number of hours worked in industry.

- Development of a measure of the quality of work 
opportunities offered by prisons.

- Measure and publication of the time prisoners spend 
out of their cells, including time spent out of their cells 
engaging in purposeful activity.

- Comparison between measures of attainment in 
English and maths on release with those at the start of 
custody

- Number of qualifications, or other employment-
focused courses and accreditation, completed by 
prisoners.

- Measures that assess a prisoner’s progress against 
milestones in their individual learning plan.

- A measure of the quality of prisoners’ family 
relationships.

Respect

- Measuring the Quality of Prison Life – 
decency

- Audit of Living Conditions

- Measuring the Quality of Prison Life – 
BME simplified

- HM Inspectorate of Prisons – respect

Purposeful Activity

- Hours worked by prisoners in industry

- HM Inspectorate of Prisons – 
purposeful activity

Organisational Effectiveness

- Incident Reporting System – data 
quality audit

- Incident Reporting System – assaults 
checks (sub measure)

- Incident Reporting System – self-harm 
checks (sub measure)

- Data Integrity (Governance & 
Operational Audit)

- Foreign National Offender Referrals

- Prison Operating within Budget

- Staff sickness absence

Standard 4: preparing for life after prison

- The rate of prisoners in employment on release 
compared to before they entered custody

- The rate of prisoners in suitable accommodation on 
release, compared to before they entered custody

- The rate of prisoners in full or part-time education 
after release compared to reception into custody

Rehabilitation and Release Planning

- Accredited programme completions

- Release on Temporary Licence – % 
successful releases

- HM Inspectorate of Prisons – 
rehabilitation and release planning

Source: Ministry of Justice, Prison Safety and Reform, Cm 9350, November 2016; Ministry of Justice, Annual Prison 
Performance Ratings 2018–19, 25 July 2019.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/565014/cm-9350-prison-safety-and-reform-_web_.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/prison-performance-ratings-2018-to-2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/prison-performance-ratings-2018-to-2019
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Formal minutes
Tuesday 29 October 2019

Members present:

Robert Neill, in the Chair

Bambos Charalambous Victoria Prentis
David Hanson Marie Rimmer
John Howell Andy Slaughter

Draft Report (Prison Governance), proposed by the Chair, brought up and read.

Ordered, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph.

Paragraphs 1 to 185 read and agreed to.

Annex agreed to.

A Paper was appended to the Report as Appendix 1.

Resolved, That the Report be the First Report of the Committee to the House.

Ordered, That the Chair make the Report to the House.

Ordered, That embargoed copies of the Report be made available, in accordance with the 
provisions of Standing Order No. 134.

[Adjourned to a day and time to be fixed by the Chair
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Witnesses
The following witnesses gave evidence. Transcripts can be viewed on the inquiry publications 
page of the Committee’s website.

Tuesday 18 June 2019

Andrea Albutt, President, Prison Governors Association, Frances Crook, 
Chief Executive, Howard League Q1–57

Janine McDowell, CEO, Justice Services, Sodexo, Wyn Jones, Custodial 
Operations Director, Serco, Neil Richards, Director of Custodial Contracts, 
HM Prison and Probation Service, Mark Brickell, Deputy Director, Ministry 
of Justice Q58–138

Tuesday 2 July 2019

Dr Sarah Bromley, National Medical Director, Health in Justice, Care 
UK, Dr Ian Cumming, Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist, Royal College of 
Psychiatrists Q139–201

Digby Griffith, Executive Director Safety and Rehabilitation, HM Prison and 
Probation Service, Michelle Jarman-Howe, Executive Director, Public Sector 
Prisons South, Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service Q202–241

Francesca Cooney, Head of Policy, Prisoner’s Education Trust/ Prisoners 
Learning Alliance, Paul Cottrell, Acting General Secretary, University and 
College Union, Chris Emmett, Director of Strategy, Prison Education, 
Weston College Q242–311

Tuesday 16 July 2019

Dame Anne Owers, Chair, Independent Monitoring Boards, Peter Clarke, 
HM Chief Inspector of Prisons Q312–386

Robert Buckland QC MP, Minister of State for Justice, Phil Copple, Director 
General Prisons, Ministry of Justice, Jo Farrar, Chief Executive Officer, HM 
Prison & Probation Service Q387–465

https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/justice-committee/inquiries/parliament-2017/inquiry/publications/
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/justice-committee/inquiries/parliament-2017/inquiry/publications/
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Oral/103188.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Oral/103188.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Oral/103501.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Oral/103501.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Oral/103501.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Oral/103862.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Oral/103862.html
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Published written evidence
The following written evidence was received and can be viewed on the inquiry publications 
page of the Committee’s website.

PPG numbers are generated by the evidence processing system and so may not be complete.

1 A serving prisoner, HMP Whatton (PPG0018)

2 Annison, Dr Harry (PPG0029)

3 Black, Mr Leslie (PPG0035)

4 The Butler Trust (PPG0041)

5 Clinks (PPG0027)

6 G4S Care and Justice Services (PPG0022)

7 Godfrey, David (PPG0038)

8 Hardwick, Professor Nicholas (PPG0015)

9 HM Inspectorate of Prisons (PPG0017)

10 HM Prison & Probation Service (PPG0046)

11 The Howard League for Penal Reform (PPG0011)

12 Independent Monitoring Boards (PPG0031)

13 INQUEST (PPG0012)

14 Ministry of Justice (PPG0014), (PPG0044)

15 Nacro (PPG0028)

16 NHS England (PPG0045)

17 NPC (PPG0034)

18 Office of Police and Crime Commissioner Devon and Cornwall (PPG0016)

19 The Open University (PPG0013)

20 POA (PPG0010)

21 Prison Governors’ Association (PPG0040)

22 Prison Reform Trust (PPG0003)

23 Prisoner Learning Alliance (PPG0024)

24 Prisons and Probation Ombudsman (PPG0023)

25 Prisons Research Centre, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge 
(PPG0006)

26 Release (PPG0026)

27 Royal College of Psychiatrists (PPG0036)

28 Serco plc (PPG0019), (PPG0042)

29 Sodexo (PPG0021)

30 Talbot, Miss Emily (PPG0032)

31 Tomczak, Dr Philippa (PPG0008)

32 Transition to Adulthood Alliance (Barrow Cadbury Trust) (PPG0020)

33 UK National Preventive Mechanism (PPG0030)

34 Unlocked Graduates (PPG0043)

35 Wheatley, Mr Philip (PPG0009)

https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/justice-committee/inquiries/parliament-2017/inquiry/publications/
https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/justice-committee/inquiries/parliament-2017/inquiry/publications/
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102181.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102750.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103179.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103458.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102747.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102395.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103348.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101719.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102086.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/106365.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101669.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102920.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101673.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101699.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/106100.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102749.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/106319.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103037.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101811.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101698.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101663.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103411.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101593.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102547.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102398.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101605.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102603.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103180.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102218.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103468.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102394.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103004.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101628.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102253.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/102909.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/103469.html
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/Justice/Prison%20governance/Written/101631.html
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List of Reports from the Committee 
during the current Parliament
All publications from the Committee are available on the publications page of the 
Committee’s website. The reference number of the Government’s response to each Report 
is printed in brackets after the HC printing number.

Session 2019–20

First Special Report Transforming Rehabiliation: Follow-up: Government 
Response to the Committee’s Nineteenth Report of 
Session 2017–19

HC 189

Session 2017–19

First Report Disclosure of youth criminal records HC 416 
(Cm 9559)

Second Report Draft Sentencing Council guidelines on intimidatory 
offences and domestic abuse

HC 417

Third Report Pre-legislative scrutiny: draft personal injury discount 
rate clause

HC 374 
(Cm 9567)

Fourth Report Draft Sentencing Council guidelines on manslaughter HC 658

Fifth Report HM Inspectorate of Prisons report on HMP Liverpool HC 751 
(HC 967)

Sixth Report Draft Sentencing guideline on terrorism HC 746

Seventh Report Small claims limit for personal injury HC 659 
(Cm 9649)

Eighth Report Young adults in the criminal justice system HC 419 
(HC 1530)

Ninth Report Transforming Rehabilitation HC 482 
(HC 2309)

Tenth Report Draft Sentencing Council guideline on child cruelty 
offences

HC 892

Eleventh Report Disclosure of evidence in criminal cases HC 859 
(Cm 9744)

Twelfth Report Criminal Legal Aid HC 1069 
(HC 1858)

Thirteenth Report Draft Sentencing Council guidelines on arson and 
criminal damage and public order offences

HC 1579

Fourteenth Report Draft Sentencing Council General Guideline for 
sentencing offences for which there is no specific 
guideline

HC 2015

Fifteenth Report Appointment of HM Chief Inspector of Probation HC 2015

https://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/justice-committee/publications/
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Sixteenth report Prison population 2022: planning for the future HC 483 
(HC 2308)

Seventeenth Report Bailiffs: Enforcement of debt HC 1836

Eighteenth Report The role of the magistracy: follow-up HC 1654

Nineteenth Report Transforming Rehabilitation: Follow-up HC 2526

Twentieth Report Sentencing Council consultation on expanded 
explanations in sentencing guidelines

HC 2170

First Special Report The implications of Brexit for the Crown 
Dependencies: Government Response to the 
Committee’s Tenth Report of Session 2016–17

HC 423

Second Special Report Government Responses to the Committee’s Reports 
of Session 2016–17 on (a) Prison reform: governor 
empowerment and prison performance (b) Prison 
reform: Part 1 of the Prisons and Courts Bill

HC 491

Third Special Report The implications of Brexit for the justice system: 
Government Response to the Committee’s Ninth 
Report of Session 2016–17

HC 651

Fourth Special Report HM Inspectorate of Prisons report on HMP Liverpool: 
Government Response to the Committee’s Fifth 
Report

HC 967

Fifth Special Report Young adults in the criminal justice system: 
Government Response to the Committee’s Eighth 
Report of Session 2017–19

HC 1530

Sixth Special Report Criminal Legal Aid: Government Response to the 
Justice Committee’s Twelfth Report of Session 2017–19

HC 1858

Seventh Special Report Prison Population 2022: Planning for the future: 
Government Response to the Committee’s Sixteenth 
Report of 2017–19

HC 2308

Eighth Special Report Transforming Rehabilitation: Government Response to 
the Committee’s Ninth Report of Session 2017–19

HC 2309
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